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ABSTRACT 

An asteroid family is a collection of asteroids that have very similar proper orbital 

elements. These clusters are thought to be the products of an impact disruptive collision 

of an asteroid. This idea is used to test two recently proposed asteroid family taxonomies 

(Zappala et al. 1990 and Williams 1989) with the use of asteroid spectra. These asteroid 

family classification systems were tested by seeing if the asteroid family members would be 

geologically compatible if they were reassembled into one planetoid. The Zappala 

taxonomy was more accurate in classifying these "genetic" asteroid families than the 

Williams taxonomy. By recreating the parent bodies of the asteroid families it is possible 

to reconstruct the recent geologic history of the asteroid belt. The Zappala dependent 

model shows fluctuations in the solar radial distribution of asteroid types through time 

while the Williams dependent model shows a nearly static solar radial distribution of 

asteroid belts through time. Infrared observations of the Eos asteroid family revealed a 

minimum of 10 new K asteroids indicating that the parent body of the Eos family was 

composed of CO/CV chondrite like material instead of an igneous differentiated 

planetesimal. Crater count ages of 951 Gaspra indicate that it was the product of impact 

disruptive asteroid family forming processes. A multi-spectral synergistic mineralogic 

study of 951 Gaspra utilizing data from the SSI and NIMS Galileo instruments indicate 

mineralogic heterogeneities on its surface. This data set also indicates that the 

olivine/orthopyroxene abundances are significantly higher than ordinary chondrite 

abundances. This multi-instrument study provides a spatially resolved spectral data set of 

an asteroid family member for comparison with Earth-based spectral data sets . 
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PREFACE 

I would like to welcome you to this 1993 time capsule of asteroid science. Inside you will 

find a record of my asteroid family geology investigations that I hope will be the 

foundation of future studies. The main principle upon which these investigations are based 

is the belief that the grouping of asteroids in orbital element space are actually families of 

asteroids derived from the impact disruption of a larger minor planet. Hirayama first 

employed the term "asteroid families" to express this idea when he discovered these 

clusters of asteroids. This is a powerful idea that can be used to explore the geology of 

the asteroid belt, even with the scant information that we humans have access to at this 

present time. It can be used much like the geologic laws of superposition of Nicholas 

Steno that have been used to interpret the pages of Earth's history through the study of 

stratigraphy. 

During the time I have been working on my Ph.D. (1988-1993) asteroid science has 

experienced an explosive growth of understanding. In 1988 when I first started, asteroids 

could only be seen as points of light through a telescope or as a bland featureless sub 

millimeter wavelength imaged blob. Asteroid shapes were derived via light curve studies, 

stellar occultations, and by analogy with small planetary satellites. In 1993 we have access 

to data of the Galileo spacecraft's flyby of 951 Gaspra and the radar images of the near 

earth asteroid 4179 Toutatis. We now have seen spatially resolved visible, infrared, and 

radar images of these asteroids and have sampled their magnetic fields and nearby 

interplanetary dust particles. These minor planets are finally beginning their 

transformation from remote, abstract points of light to actual places in the solar system 

that we humans can fathom. This dissertation contains a glimpse of this process in action. 
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In spite of the instant science that many have seen by watching the robotic explorers of the 

solar system, most of asteroid science is slow, tedious research. At the present time, 

asteroid science is primarily in the realm of the patient earth based telescope observer who 

can sample the spectra of 20 different asteroids per night (with good weather) for about 

two weeks each year, or the mathematician who calculates asteroid impacts using the 

properties of well known terrestrial materials, or the celestial mechanician who fits a 

Keplerian orbit to a meager four observations of a particular asteroid, or the meteorite 

petrologist who spends hours examining a thin section of a meteorite with a microscope. 

These are only a few of the patient people who have brought us our present understanding 

of asteroids. Without these patient laborers, images of 951 Gaspra and 4179 Toutatis 

would lose much their meaning. Asteroid science is not presently a high priority science. 

Many of the people who have contributed to the study of asteroid science have had to find 

work elsewhere. There are asteroid workers who defined how to interpret asteroid 

spectra that are now school teachers, bankers, and topless bar owners. Another 

researcher who conducted pioneering research on the abundance of bound water of 

asteroids is a mission specialist for the space shuttle. I will probably be employed in the 

future doing spacecraft remote sensing work of the earth and perhaps other planets. A 

privileged few are actually able to continue to study asteroids as their life's work. To 

study asteroids in 1993, you must be a dreamer that enjoys the exploration of asteroids 

and solar system evolution for its own sake. I chose to study asteroids because of their 

potential resource value to a solar system wide civilization. These objects require a 

minimum of propellant to access and contain the raw materials a space society will need. 

This stands in contrast to the volatile poor moon. Asteroids are strategically placed 

resources that stand at the boundary of rocky volatile poor worlds and icy and gaseous 
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rock poor planets. It is hoped that these minor planets will someday become important in 

the everyday life of humans and not solely the domain of hard working dreamers. 

This dissertation is the product of the interdisciplinary environment of the planetary 

researchers of the University of Hawaii and the roller coaster trends of federally funded 

research. It is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 is an evaluation of the Williams 

(1989) and the Zappala et al. (1990) asteroid family taxonomies utilizing spectral 

interpretation of visible and infrared data sets. Chapter 2 recreates the recent past of the 

asteroid belt by reassembling the asteroid families studied in Chapter 1 into their 

respective parent bodies. Chapter 3 presents infrared spectral observation of the Eos 

asteroid family gathered by the newly developed seven color asteroid survey (SCAS) 

infrared photometer system at NASA's infrared telescope facility (IRTF) at Mauna Kea, 

Hawaii. Chapter 4 is a synergistic study of imaging and near infrared mapping 

spectrometer data of the asteroid 951 Gaspra taken by the Galileo spacecraft. It provides 

an example of an asteroid that was produced by asteroid family evolution . 
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Chapter 1 
ON THE REALITY OF RECENTLY PROPOSED ASTEROID FAMILIES 

1.1 Abstract 

A persistent problem in asteroid science is the continuing dispute over the assignment of 

asteroids to dynamical families. The recently proposed asteroid family classifications of 

Williams 1989 and Zappala et al. 1990 are evaluated by means of spectral reflectance data. 

The basic premise of this evaluation is that a "real" asteroid family is the product of a 

singular impact disrupted parent body. A variety of parent body models can be derived by 

interpreting asteroid spectral observations in terms of meteorite geochemistry. Each of the 

asteroid families are tested by comparing their members' observed compositions with those 

of the parent body models. The Zappala et al. 1990 analysis appears to be closer to 

"reality" than that of Williams 1989 in terms of the number of well-defined families, but 

the assignment of a particular asteroid to a given parent body is somewhat uncertain due 

to the presence of preexisting background asteroids in even the most well-defined families . 

Combining spectral and orbital data holds considerable promise in resolving the family 

problem, but a greatly expanded spectral data base is necessary . 
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1.2 Introduction 

Many main belt asteroids have a tendency to cluster in the three principal orbital elements. 

These principal orbital elements are the proper semi-major axis (a), the proper orbital 

inclination (i), and the proper orbital eccentricity (e) (see figures 1 & 2). These clumps 

were first noticed by Hirayama in (1918). He assigned the name "asteroid families" to 

these clusters to emphasize his belief that they were the product of the disruption of a 

large proto-asteroid. 

There are two principal ways in which asteroid workers have classified asteroids into 

families. The first, which Hirayama (1918) used, is to plot the asteroid orbital elements a 

versus i and a versus e, and visually designate an asteroid family by the apparent clusters 

seen on the plots. Williams' 1989 asteroid families are the latest classification based on this 

idea. Details on exactly how the Williams' 1989 asteroid families were selected are 

described in Williams 1992. The second method is to apply statistical analysis to the 

proper element data to define family membership. Zappala et al. 1990 have produced the 

most recent classification of asteroid families using this method. It is interesting to note 

that the number of asteroid families of visual workers has increased considerably 

throughout time (from 3 (Hirayama 1918) to 117 (Williams 1989)) as compared to a 

relatively constant number of families (15 (Carusi and Massaro 1978) to 21 (Zappala et al. 

1990)) found by statistical clustering researchers. In this paper we will evaluate, compare, 

and contrast the asteroid classification schemes of Williams 1989 and of Zappala et al . 

1990. A similar study has been conducted on all of the asteroid family classification 

systems that were published prior to 1989 (Bell 1989). Earlier studies using similar 

techniques with earlier generations of asteroid spectra have been conducted by Chapman 

1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1989, Gradie et al. 1977, and by Gradie 1978. 
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1.3 The Asteroid Family Geologic Model 

The basic prermse of the asteroid family geologic model is that the asteroid family 

members are the product of the disruption of a larger parent asteroid. This disruption is 

accomplished by the impact of another asteroid. The remains of this smaller body will 

most likely not be observed by spectral surveys due to the their small size. What can be 

seen and measured are the remnants of the larger parental asteroid. These fragments 

would then possess similar orbital elements due to their common disruptive origin. So, if 

one pieces together asteroid family members back together as the parental asteroid, then it 

should make geologic sense . 

The primary spectral classification system utilized to provide geologic information about 

asteroids in asteroid families is that compiled by Tholen 1984. The Barucci et al. 1987 and 

the Tedesco et al. 1989 asteroid spectra classifications were also used for comparison with 

the Tholen classification system. However, since Tholen's survey classified over 850 of the 

asteroid family asteroids as compared to the approximate 300 identified in the Barucci and 

Tedesco classifications, the former work proved to be more useful. It is interesting to note 

what the equivalent types are for each classification scheme (see Table 1). Major 

differences can be accounted for by the way in which each classification system 

determined the asteroid's albedo. Tholen's classification utilizes ground based 

measurements, while Barucci's and Tedesco's classifications used albedos derived from the 

IRAS satellite. Some of the initial IRAS asteroid albedos (Matson 1986) have been found 

to be inaccurate (Lebofsky 1989) and this may account for many of the differences in 

classifications of individual asteroids. However, a new IRAS asteroid database will soon 

be released (Tedesco et al. 1991) that is of higher quality. Unfortunately, the classification 

systems of Barucci et al. and Tedesco et al. utilized the albedos from the available IRAS 
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asteroid survey database. Supplementing this visual wavelength database is the 52 color 

infrared asteroid survey (Bell et al. 1988) as it has been interpreted by Bell et al. (1989). 

This database contains infrared (. 7 to 2.5 micrometers) spectra of only 119 asteroids. 

Table 1 . 

Approximate Asteroid Type Equivalence 

Tholen Class Barucci Class Tedesco Class 
A AO A 
A AO r 
B B3 I 
B B3 m 
BU BO C? 
c co c 
cu S1 G 
D DO D 
DU D1 
E EO E 
F B1 F 
F co F 
F co c 
G GO G 
M MO M 
M D3 T 
M B2 m 
p co I 
p D2 I 
p co p 
Q 
R VO r 
s so s 
s so K 
s S1 SK 
s S2 s 
s S3 s 
T D3 T 
v VO r 
x MO I 
x p 
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Table 2. 

Assumed Compositional Interpretations of Asteroid 
Taxonomic Types 

Bell Tholen 
Superclass Class 

Primitive D 
p 

c 
"K" 
Q 

Metamorphic T 
B+G+F 

Igneous v 
J 
R 
s 
A 
M 
E 

key: 
ol=olivine 
pyx=pyroxene 
plag=plagioclase 
C.C.=carbonaceous chondrites 

(Table adapted from Bell et al, 1989) 

Inferred Analogous 
Minerals Meteorites 

organics + ? (ice?) (none) 
organics + ? (ice?) (none) 
clays, C, organics Cl, CM chondrites 
ol , pyx, C CV, CO chondrites 
pyx, ol, gray NiFe H, L, LL chondrites? 

clays, opaques highly altered C.C.? 
clays, opaques highly altered C.C.? 

plag, pyx,ol basaltic achondrites 
pyx diogenites 
ol, pyx ol-rich achondrites? 
pyx, ol, red NiFe pallasites, lodranites, irons? 
ol brachinites 
NiFe irons 
Fe-free pyx aubrites 

The basic framework used to interpret the above spectral surveys is the Bell 1989 asteroid 

super class system (see Table 2). Based upon Tholen's classification system, most of the 
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spectral types are interpreted by comparison of analogous meteorite spectra with that of 

asteroids. This system interprets S-type asteroids as differentiated stony iron meteorites. It 

also includes "K" class asteroids, a provisional spectral type which is determined from 

infrared spectra (Bell 1988), and is not included in the Tholen or Barucci classification 

systems. This is probably analogous to the Tedesco K class. The provisional J class has 

also been included to classify asteroids with diogenite like spectra as observed by Binzel 

and Xu 1992. Asteroids of the primitive superclass are objects that have been subjected to 

little or no heating. Those of the metamorphic superclass are asteroids that have been 

heated sufficiently to show spectral changes. The igneous superclass are asteroids who 

possess surfaces with mineralogies that are products of a melt. From this basic framework, 

the following rules have evolved: 

(1) Primitive super class materials could not have evolved on the same parent body as 

igneous super class materials. 

(2) All metamorphic super class materials are probably derived from C-type asteroid 

materials. Hence, these materials would be compatible on a proto-asteroid. 

(3) Most igneous super class materials are geologically compatible on a differentiated 

parent body. The exception to this are the E-type asteroids. E-type materials are believed 

to be composed of FeO-poor pyroxene which formed in a reducing environment. Hence, 

E-type asteroids are incompatible with V, J, S, A, and R-type asteroids which contain 

relatively FeO-rich pyroxenes which formed in an oxidizing environment. 

(4) E-type materials are only compatible with M-type materials . 
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( 5) The primitive super class material meteorite analogs contain cosmochemical clues that 

indicate that the various primitive ast~roid types, C, K, and Q formed in different nebular 

regions. Bell et al. 1989 proposes that they form a condensation sequence including D and 

P-type asteroid materials. Hence, the different primitive super class asteroid types would 

be incompatible on a proto-asteroid. The only exception to this is the combination of C 

and P-type materials. Since the distinction between C and P asteroids is a sharp, arbitrarily 

defined boundary in color space (Tholen 1984), a homogeneous parent body with colors 

near the C/P boundary could produce fragments that would be formally classified as either 

C or P due to the usual uncertainty in measuring asteroid colors . 

Our geologic model used to test asteroid families assumes that S-type asteroids are the 

products of igneous processes. For many years there has been an ongoing debate whether 

S asteroids are differentiated objects or are primitive objects that have an ordinary 

chondrite composition (Bell 1990). S asteroids may just be a spectral classification that 

contains both differentiated objects and primitive objects (Gaffey 1992). In either case, S 

asteroids are still cosmochemically incompatible with C-type (carbonaceous chondrite) 

materials, so the outcome of this famous debate will not affect the results reported in this 

paper . 

It is quite simple to use this model to evaluate an asteroid family. If all of the asteroid 

family members are of the same spectral type, then that family is assumed to have resulted 

from the impact disruption of a homogeneous parent body. If the asteroid family has 

heterogeneous members, then the aforementioned rules are applied. If all these conditions 

are met then this asteroid is assumed to be derived from a heterogeneous parent body . 
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This simple model may be complicated by the fact that some background asteroids may 

exist with similar orbital elements of the parent body. These asteroids would then 

contaminate the asteroid family once it formed. We call such background asteroids 

"interlopers". Allowance for an appropriate fraction of interlopers is a key element in 

evaluating a family. Our ability to identify such objects will vary according to the spectral 

uniqueness of the real family members, and the relative ratios of spectral types in the 

background population which varies widely across the belt. We will discuss this point in 

detail in the asteroid family evaluations. 

What types of parent bodies would meet the aforementioned criteria? The following is a 

descriptive list of plausible parental asteroids that have inhabited the solar system. They 

have been derived by a comparison of asteroid spectra with analogous meteorites and by 

seeing which meteorites are chemically compatible. These objects are models of asteroids 

just after the heating event which melted the inner asteroid belt. Their names are derived 

from modem asteroids or asteroid families which have descended from these primeval 

objects . 

Proto-Hungaria (Figure 3): This parent body is composed ofE-type material surrounding 

a M-type core. Its original material was probably similar to EH or EL chondrite 

meteorites. This object was produced by melting and complete differentiation of the 

original material. These conclusions are based on the spectral studies of 44 Nysa (Zellner 

et al. 1977) . 

Proto-Apollo (Figure 4): The proto-Apollo parent body is composed of Q type material. It 

is a primitive object that has not been subjected to a melting episode. It is formed by the 

accretion of H/L/LL chondrite-like meteorite materials. This model is derived from the 
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spectral studies of 1862 Apollo (McFadden et al. 1985, Bell et al. 1989). It is assumed 

1862 Apollo is a transported fragment of a vanished Q-type asteroid in the inner main belt. 

Proto-Vesta (Figure 5): This object has a M-type (NiFe) core that may or may not be 

surrounded by some S-type (stony iron meteorite) material. Surrounding this will be an A 

type ( dunite) layer, possibly covered by a R-type (peridotite) layer. The outer surface of 

this object is covered by a basaltic V-type material. Beneath the V-type material, plutons 

of I-type can be found. Proto-Vesta resulted from the complete melting and differentiation 

of CV chondrite like material. This model is based on spectral studies of 4 Vesta (Gaffey 

1983) and models of the howardite, eucrite, and diogenite parent body (McSween 1987) . 

Figure 3. Proto-Hungaria 
Original Material : EH/EL chondrite type material 
Formation History: Complete melting and differentiation. 
Present Material: NiFe core (M), aubrite shell (E) . 
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Figure 4. Proto-Apollo 

Original Materiel : H, L, LL chondrite type materiel 
Formation History: Accretion only, no melting . 
Present Materiel: Ordinary chondrite (Q) . 
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Figure 5. Proto-Vesta 
Original Material : CV chondrite type material. 
Formation History: Complete melting and differentiation. 
Present Material : Basalt crust (V), pyroxenite (J), 
pyroxene peridotite (R), dunite (A), stony iron meterial (S). 
and o NiFe core (M) . 

Proto-Koronis (Figure 6): This parent body is composed ofM and S-type materials. It has 

NiFe (M type) core surrounded by S-type (stony-iron meteorite) material. Proto-Koronis 

is derived from the complete melting but incomplete segregation of silicates and metal of 
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the original ordinary chondrite like material. This model is based on a few well-studied S

type asteroids like 8 Flora (Gaffey 1984) and 15 Eunomia (Gaffey and Ostro 1987). 

Proto-Eos (Figure 7): Proto-Eos is composed of "K" type materials. It is a primitive object 

that resulted from the accretion of CV/CO chondrite-like meteorite material. This 

conclusion is based on the infrared spectral studies of 3 Eos family asteroids (Bell 1988) . 

Proto-Amalasuntha (Figure 8): This object is composed completed of F-type (altered 

carbonaceous chondrite) material. It originated as a C-type asteroid composed CI or CM 

chondrite-like materials which was thermally metamorphosed into F-type materials. This 

interpretation is somewhat speculative as no meteorites with F-like spectra have ever 

fallen on Earth . 

Proto-Themis (Figure 9): This parent body is dominated by C-type (CI or CM chondrite) 

materials. It also possess B, G, and possibly F, T, and P materials. Proto-Themis 

originated by the accretion of CI or CM carbonaceous chondrite like materials (C or P

type materials). Different regions of the original asteroid were subjected to various thermal 

stresses (and possible aqueous activity) forming metamorphic B, G, F, and T-type 

materials. The Proto-Themis model is based on spectral studies of B, G, F, and T-type 

asteroids (Bell 1988, Bell et al. 1989, and Gaffey et al. 1989). 

Proto-Trojan (Figure 10): This is a parent body that is composed of either P or D-type 

material. Proto-Trojans originate by the accretion of "ultra-carbonaceous" material. These 

parent bodies have not been subjected to thermal stresses. Water ice is possibly still 

present in their interiors. This model is based on spectral studies of P and D-type asteroids 

(Jones 1988, Jones et al.1990, Bell et al. 1989, and Gaffey et al. 1989). 
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Original Material : ordinary chondrite type material 
Formation History: Complete melting but imcomplete 
segregation of silicates and metal. 
Present Material : Stony iron material (S) (olivine, 
pyroxene, NiFe), and a NiFe core (M) . 
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Figure 7. Proto-Eos 

Original Material : CV/CO chondrite type material 
Formation History: Accretion only, no melting. 
Present Material: CV/CO carbonaceous chondrite (K) . 
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Figure 8. Proto-Amalsuntha 

Original Material: carbonaceous chondrite type material 
Formation History: Accretion of carbonaceous chondrite 
material which was subjected to thermal metamorphism. 
Present Material: Thermally metamorphosed carbonaceous 
chondri te (F) . 
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Figure 9. Proto-Themis 
Original Moteriol : Cl/CM chondrite type moteriol. 
Formation History: Accretion ond some thermo! metamorphism. 
Present Moteriol: Cl/CM Corbonoceous chondrite (C) ond/or 
"ultro corbonoceous chondrite" (P), ond thermally altered 
corbonoceous chondrite (B,G,F ,T) . 

Figure 10. Proto-Trojan 
Original Moteriol: "Ultra carbonaceous chondrite" type material 
(rich in organics) and possibly some water ice. 
Formation History: Accretion only, water ice never melted. 
Present Material : "Ultgra carbonaceous chondrite (P/D) and 
possibly water ice . 
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1.4 The Williams Asteroid Families 

Out of the 117 asteroid families presented by Williams in 1989, 93 families have asteroids 

that are classified by Tholen (1984), Barucci et al. (1987), or Tedesco et al. (1989)). 56 of 

these families have less than three family member asteroids spectrally classified. We reject 

these families as insufficiently sampled. 17 of the remaining asteroid families did not meet 

the geologic criteria of the described geologic model. Only 20 families successfully passed 

the geologic tests. The following paragraphs describe in detail how each family fared on 

the geologic tests . 

W-1 

One of two Williams' subsets of the Themis family, W-1 successfully meets the geologic 

criteria. Containing C, B, F-type spectra, its family members could be reassembled into a 

C-type parent body which had been subjected to some heating that formed B and F-type 

materials within it. 

W-lA 

The other Williams' subset of the Themis family, W-lA also successfully meets the 

geologic criteria. These C, F, G asteroids could put back together as a metamorphosed C 

type asteroid parent body. 

W-2 

W-2 is Williams' Eos asteroid family. Applying the absolute rules of the geologic model to 

the visual data, this family fails since there are some C-type asteroids mixed among a 

multitude of S and M asteroids. However, infrared spectral observations (Bell 1988) of 3 

Eos family S-type asteroids indicate they possess a spectra similar to CO or CV 
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chondrites, which is designated as a "K" type spectra. These meteorites are 

undifferentiated rocks that are not the result of igneous processes. However Bell (1988) 

also found one family member with a traditional S-type spectrum which was interpreted as 

an interloper. Many of the Eos family asteroids lie at the SIC type boundary in the Tholen 

(1984) principle component (color) plots. Therefore, it is likely that the Eos family S and 

C asteroids are in fact mostly "K" class objects. Thus the Eos family can be reassembled 

into a primitive "K" type parent body with some S and M interlopers . 

W-3, W-4, W-120, W-126, W-180, W-182, W-183, W-188, and W- 191 

W-3 is the Williams Koronis family and W-4 is the Williams Maria family. All of these 

families easily pass the geologic test since all of their members are S-type asteroids. 

Hence, these families were derived from an S-type parent body . 

W-24 

This is the F-type laden Nysa family. It fails to meet the geologic criteria if 44 Nysa (an 

igneous E-type asteroid) is included. It has been suggested by many workers (Chapman et 

al. 1989, Bell 1989) that the Nysa family does not include 44 Nysa. If 44 Nysa is 

discounted as an interloper, then W-24 could have resulted from the disruption of an F

type proto-asteroid . 

W-67 

W-67 fails the geologic test as it contains a metamorphic G-type asteroid amongst igneous 

A and S-type asteroids. However, this G-type asteroid is 1 Ceres. 1 Ceres is considered by 

many to be a surviving original planetesimal due to its large size ( 933 km diameter). If 

Ceres was omitted as an interloper, then W-67 could be considered a geologically sound 

asteroid family. 
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W-106 

W-106 is an interesting case. According to the Tholen classification, it would meet the 

geologic criteria to be an asteroid family derived from an unaltered C-type asteroid. But, if 

one uses the Tedesco and Barucci classifications, the X-type asteroid (92) becomes an 

igneous M-type asteroid. This would cause W-106 to fail the geologic test. However, the 

unreliability of IRAS albedos makes this classification doubtful; if 92 is really a low-albedo 

C or P-type asteroid this could be a real family. 

W-108 

This families fails to be geologically sound. It has a primitive P-type as well as 2 igneous 

S-types . 

W-119 

W-119 barely meets the geological criteria. All of its identified members (3) have multiple 

(i.e. ambiguous) classifications. Its two C-type asteroids could have been children of a C

type parent body. 

W-124 

W-124 fails to meet the geologic requirements of an asteroid family. Its members include 

igneous Mand R-types along with a primitive P-type . 

W-125 

It appears that this family came from a C/P-type parent body with its members being CX, 

C, and PC-types . 
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W-130 

W-130 fails the geologic test with its mix of a metamorphic T-type and an igneous M-type 

asteroid . 

W-132 

W-132 does not meet the geologic criteria to be an asteroid family. It contains some 

primitive C-type asteroids along with the incompatible, igneous M and S-type asteroids. 

There is even an E-type object which can not have formed on the same parent body as S

type objects or C-type objects . 

W-133 

This family fails the geologic test with its mixture of primitive and igneous materials . 

Barucci and Tedesco asteroid classifications support this conclusion by contrasting a C

type asteroid with a M-type asteroid. The Tholen classification supports this conclusion 

with 2 clearly defined igneous asteroid (S and M-types), and two primitive objects that 

possess multiple designations (CX and FC-types). 

W-138 

Family W-138 passes the geologic test. The primitive (C-types) and the metamorphic (T 

and GC:) members can be reassembled into a C-type parent body that was subjected to 

some geologic alteration . 

W-140 

W-140 fails the geologic test due to its collection of igneous (S-types) members and 

primitive members (CPF, DT, and FC). However, please note that the primitive members 
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received multiple designations in the Tholen classification. The Barucci and Tedesco 

systems also indicate a mixture of igneous and primitive asteroids. 

W-141 

Family W-141 is unsuccessful in meeting the geologic criteria. Family members have been 

classified as primitive and igneous type asteroids. Caution is once again advised, due to 

the fact that all but one of the classified asteroids have multiple classifications in the 

Tholen scheme. 

W-142 

W-142, with its family members being both igneous (a S-type) and primitive (2 C-types), 

does not make a geologically consistent asteroid family . 

W-144 

The W-144 asteroid family fails to meet the geologic criteria. Its family members are the 

incompatible primitive C-type) and igneous (2 S-types) materials . 

W-150 

This family can be reconstructed into a S-type dominated parent body. One of its family 

members, however, is a multiple designated igneous class asteroid (an AS-type). 

W-158 

W-158 fails the geologic test with its igneous (Sand M-types), primitive (DCX-type), and 

metamorphic (G-type) members . 
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W-161 

The W-161 family fails to meet the geologic criteria since its members include primitive 

materials (DCX and F-types) and igneous materials (a SU-type) . 

W-163 

This asteroid family is unsuccessful in passing the geologic test. Its members possess the 

incompatible metamorphic materials (a T-type) with igneous materials (3 S-types) . 

W-171 

W-171 is a geologically incompatible asteroid family. Its inconsistent members include 

primitive materials (a CX-type), metamorphic materials (a G-type), and igneous materials 

(a S-type) . 

W-184 

Strictly speaking, this family fails to meet the geologic criteria. However, this is due to a 

single asteroid of DX-type. If asteroid 422 (the DX asteroid) is omitted, then family W-

184 would only have members that are S-types. These could easily come from the 

disruption of a larger S-type asteroid . 

W-186 

This family passes the geologic asteroid family test. Its members consist entirely of 

compatible igneous materials (Sand SR-types) . 

W-189 

W-189 is an asteroid family that consists of igneous class members (10 Sand 1 SU-types) . 

It can readily be pieced back together as a S-type proto-asteroid. 
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W-190 

This family successfully meets the geologic criteria of being an asteroid family. Its 

classified members consist of rare igneous materials (3 E-types and 2 X-types). The X

type asteroids are E, M, or P-type objects which lack the appropriate albedo information. 

In this case they are most likely E-type objects. These asteroids may well have come from 

a parent body that was dominated with E-type materials . 

W-198 

W-198 does not meet the geologic criteria for asteroid families. Its members, a CP, a C:, 

and a S-type, indicate a mixture of primitive materials with incompatible igneous materials. 

However, it should be noted that the primitive types have ambiguous spectral 

designations . 

Tables 3, 4, and 5 summarizes the above results . 
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Table 3. 
Williams' Asteroid Families: Tholen Classified Asteroids 

• Geo I. 
Family Real? Tholen Classified Asteroids 

1 y (3)8,(1 )CU,(1 )CXF,(1 )C:,(1 )CFU:,(1 )FC,(1 )FU, 

(1)X 

• 1A y (3)8,(2)8U,(1 )BCU,(5)C,(1 )CPF,(1 )CBU:,(2)FCX, 
(1 )FCX:,(1 )G:,(1 )I 

2 Y? (30)S,(1 )SU,(1 )ST,(1 )CGU,(1 )CSU,(1 )CGTP:, 

(1 )CTGU:,(1 )M,(1 )MU:,(1 )XC,(1 )XSCU 

3 y (22)S,(1 )SC 
4 y (8)S 

• 24 Y? ( 1 )E, (7)F, ( 1 )FXU: 
67 Y? (1)A,(1)G,(4)S 
106 y (2)C,(1 )CP,(1 )X 
108 N (2)S,(1 )P,(1 )XD 
119 y (1 )CGSU,(1 )C: ,(1 )XDC 
120 y (3)S 

• 124 N (2)M,(1 )P,(1 )R,(1 )X 
125 y (1 )CX,(1 )C:,(1 )PC 
126 y (5)S 

130 N (1 )M,(1 )T,(1 )XC 
132 N (2)C,(1 )CF,(1 )C:,(1 )E,(1 )S,(1 )M 
133 N (1 )CX,(1 )FC,(1 )M,(1 )X 

• 138 y (3)C,(1 )GC:,(1 )T 
140 N (1 )CPF,(1 )DT,(1 )FC,(4)S,(1 )X 
141 N (1 )CX,(1 )C:,(1 )MU,(1 )S 
142 N (2)C,(1)S 
144 N (1 )C,(2)S 
150 y (1)AS,(2)S 

• 158 N (1 )DCX,(1 )G,(1 )M,(1 )S 
161 N (1 )DCX,(1 )F,(1 )SU 
163 N (3)S,(1 )T,(1 )X 
171 N (1 )CX,(1 )G,(1 )S,(1 )XC Key: 

Y -yes N - no 
Flora Region Families Y? - family includes some 

• 180 y (3)S possible interlopers. If 
182 y (4)S interlopers are included 
183 y (5)S,(1 )SU in the geologic test, then these 

184 Y? (1)DX,(6)S families are not geologically 
186 y (2)S,(1 )SR consistent. 
188 y (8)S 

• 189 y (10)S,(1)SU 

Hungaria Region Families 
190 y (3)E,(2)X 
191 Y? (1 )CX:,(4 )S,(1 )X 

• 198 N (1 )CP,(1 )C:,(1 )S 
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Table 4 . 
Williams' Asteroid Families: 8arucci Classified Asteroids 

Geo I. 
Family Real? 8arucci Classified Asteroids 

1 y (6)CO 
1A y (1 )80,(2)83,(4)C0,(1 )SO 
2 Y? (11 )S0,(1 )S1 ,(1 )S3,(1 )03 

3 y (7)SO 

4 y (6)SO 
24 Y? (4)81 ,(1 )82,(1 )EO 
67 Y? (1 )A0,(1 )G0,(3)SO 
106 y (1 )C0,(1 )MO 
108 N (1)SO 
119 y 

120 y (1 )SO 
124 N (1 )C0,(3)M0,(1 )VO 
125 y (1)CO 
126 y (2)SO 
130 N (1 )03,(1 )MO 
132 N (2)C0,(1 )MO 
133 N (1)C0,(1)MO 
138 y (3)CO,( 1 )03 
140 N (1 )C0,(1 )M0,(1 )SO 
141 N (1 )02,(1 )SO 
142 N (1 )C0,(1 )SO 
144 N (1 )C0,(2)SO 
150 y 
158 N (1)MO 
161 N (1 )C0,(1 )S1 
163 N (1 )03,(1 )S0,(1 )S1 
171 N (1)SO 

Flora Region Families 
180 y (1 )SO Key: Y-yes N - no 
182 y Y? - family includes some 
183 y (2)SO possible interlopers. If 
184 Y? (1)S2 interlopers are included 
186 y in the geologic test, then 
188 y (1 )SO these families are not 
189 y (3)SO geologically consistent 

Hungaria Region Families 
190 y 

191 Y? (1 )S0,(1 )S2 

------
198 N 
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Table 5. 
Williams' Asteroid Families: Tedesco Classified Asteroids 

Geo I. 
Family Real? Tedesco Classified Asteroids 

1 y (2)C,(1 )CP,(1 )FC 
1A y (2)C,(3)C? 
2 Y? (2)K,(2)S,(1 )SK 
3 y (5)5 
4 y (5)S 
24 Y? (1 )E,(1 )F 
67 Y? (1 )A,(1 )G?,(3)S 
106 y (1 )C,(1 )M 
108 N (1)S 
119 y 

120 y (1 )S 
124 N (1 )C,(2)M,(1 )r 
125 y (1 )C 
126 y (2)S 
130 N (1 )M,(1 )I 
132 N (2)C,(1 )CF,(1 )E,(1 )M 
133 N (1 )C,(1 )M 
138 y (3)C 
140 N (1 )C,(1 )S 
141 N (1)M? 
142 N (1 )C,(1 )S 
144 N (1 )C?,(2)5 
150 y 

158 N (1)M 
161 N (1 )C,(1 )KCT 
163 N (1 )S 
171 N (1 )S 

·Flora Region Families 

180 y 

182 y 

183 y 

184 Y? (1 )S 
186 y 

188 y 

189 y (1 )S 

Hungaria Region Families 
190 y (2)E 
191 Y? (1 )S0,(1 )52 

198 N 

Key: Y - yes N - no 

Y? - family includes some possible interlopers. If interlopers are included in the geologic test, then these 
fami lies are not geologically consistent. 
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1.5 The Zappala Asteroid Families 

Zappala et al. (1990) defined a total of 21 asteroid families. 17 of these families have 

asteroids that were surveyed by Tholen (1984), and/or Barucci et al. (1987), and/or 

Tedesco et al. (1989), and/or Binzel and Xu (1992). 8 of these 17 are sufficiently 

spectrally sampled (having at least 3 spectrally identified asteroids). The following 

paragraphs describe how well these remaining 8 Zappala families met the criteria of 

geologic consistency. 

Z-31 (Vesta) 

All of the Vesta family members are composed of the basaltic V-type. It is a family which 

can be reconstructed into a igneous differentiated parent body with a basaltic crust. 

Z-32 (Amalasuntha) 

The Z-32 family is an unusual one because all of its spectrally identified members are F

type asteroids. It is a family that can be readily reassembled into a F-type parent body . 

Z-35 (Tinchen) 

Z-35 possess members that are V and J-types. These asteroids can be reconstructed to be 

part of a igneous differentiated parent body with a basaltic crust. 

Z-41A (Eunomia) 

The Eunomia family successfully meets the geologic criteria of being an asteroid family. 

Its S-type members can be put back together into a S-type parent body . 
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Z-42 (Lydia) 

This family fails to meet the geologic criteria of being an asteroid family. Its family 

members are both igneous materials (1 M-type) and primitive materials (1 CG-type and 1 

XC-type) . 

Z-45 (Maria) 

Z-45 passes the asteroid family geologic consistency test. All of these identified asteroids 

are igneous S-types. These most likely have resulted from the disruption of a S-type 

proto-asteroid . 

Z-51 (Koronis) 

All of the identified asteroids in the Koronis family are S-type asteroids (22 S-types and 

one SC-type). Koronis member asteroids probably resulted from a catastrophic collision of 

its S-type parent body. 

Z-61 (Eos) 

According to the visual database, this igneous asteroid dominated family does not meet 

the geologic criteria of being an asteroid family. That is because of 4 primitive members 

(all with multiple classifications, 2 with poor data) and one metamorphic B-type . 

However, infrared spectra indicate a different story, as described above for the similar 

family W-2. We accept Z-61 as a real family of "K" composition with a few S and M 

interlopers . 

Z-71 (Themis) 

The Themis family passes the geologic test due to its mixture of primitive C and P-type 

asteroids that dwell among metamorphic types thought to be derived from C-type 
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materials. The Z-71 parent body is most likely a C-type asteroid that has been subjected to 

• some thermal metamorphic stresses. 

For a tabular summary of the above results see Tables 6, 7, and 8 . 

• 
Table 6. 

Zappala Asteroid Families: Tholen Classified Asteroids 

• Stat. Geo I. 
Family Real? Real? Tholen Classified Asteroids 

31(Vesta) Yes Yes (4)V 
32 (Amalasuntha) Yes Yes (3)F 
35(Tinchen) Yes Yes (1 )J,(2)V 

• 41A(Eunomia) Yes Yes (3)S 
42 (Lydia) No No (1 )CG,(1 )M,(1 )XC 
45(Maria) Yes Yes (6)S 
51(Koronis) Yes Yes (22)S,(1 )SC 
61 (Eos) Yes Yes* (29)S,(1 )ST,(1 )SU,(1 )M,(1 )MU, 

(1 )MU:,(1 )CTGU:,(1 )CGTP:,(1 )CSU, 

• (1 )CGU,(1 )B,(1 )XC,(1 )XSCU 
71 (Themis) Yes Yes (5)C,(1 )CU,(1 )C:,(1 )CPF,(1 )CXF, 

(1 )CBU:,(1 )CFU:,(6)8,(3)BU,(1 )BCU, 
(1 )BCU:,(1 )FC,(1 )FU,(2)FCX,(1 )FCX:, 
(2)P,(1 )G;(1 )XCU,(1 )I 

• * with some possible interlopers 

• 

• 

• 
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Table 7. 

Zappala Asteroid Families: Barucci Classified Asteroids 

Stat. Geo I. 
Family Real? Real? Barucci Classified Asteroids 

31(Vesta) Yes Yes (1)VO 
32 (Amalasuntha) Yes Yes (1 )81 
35(Tinchen) Yes Yes 
41A(Eunomia) Yes Yes (1)SO 
42 (Lydia) No No (1)MO 
45(Maria) Yes Yes (6)SO 
51(Koronis) Yes Yes (7)SO 
61 (Eos) Yes Yes* ( 1 )C0,(1)03,(12)S0,(1)S1, 

(1)S3 
71 (Themis) Yes Yes (2)B0,(3)B3,(12)C0,(1 )SO 

*with some possible interlopers 

Table 8. 

Zappala Asteroid Families: Tedesco Classified Asteroids 

Stat. Geo I. 
Family Real? Real? Tedesco Classified Asteroids 

31(Vesta) Yes Yes ( 1 )r 
32 (Amalasuntha) Yes Yes 
35(Tinchen) Yes Yes 
41A(Eunomia) Yes Yes (1 )S 
42 (Lydia) No No (1)M 
45(Maria) Yes Yes (5)S 
51 (Koronis) Yes Yes (4)S 
61 (Eos) Yes Yes* (1 )K,(2)S 
71 (Themis) Yes Yes (5)C,(3)C?,(1 )FC 

*with some possible interlopers 

Family Z-42 was included in the asteroid family geologic test even though the Zappala et 

al. 1990 statistical study showed that it possesses a low probability of actually being an 

asteroid family (see Tables 6 and 9). It was included because it contained 3 spectrally 

classified asteroids. Z-42 was the only Zappala family of low probability which could be 
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geologically tested. These probabilities were derived through comparisons of asteroid 

family member clustering and relative velocities (Zappala et al. 1990). The Pr quantity 

listed in Table 9 is a quantity that ranges from 0 (family disappears) to 1 (family keeps all 

of its members). Pr is derived from a comparison of actual asteroid family member orbital 

elements with a modeled semi-random generated orbital elements. The Ps quantity ranges 

from 0 to infinity, with Ps>=l for a marginally statistical significant asteroid family and 

Ps>> 1 for highly significant asteroid family. The Ps parameter results from a comparison 

of all of the asteroid family members relative velocities with each other. 

Zappala and coworkers organized all of the asteroid family members into bins of relative 

velocity (see table 10). No meaningful patterns of asteroid spectral types were seen in 

these bins. Hence, it appears that geologic materials are not sorted by their relative 

velocities by a disruptive impact. Suspected asteroid interlopers do not exhibit any 

characteristic relative velocities with respect to the other family members . 
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Family Ps 

31(Vesta) 1.8 
32 (Amalasuntha) 1.8 
35(Tinchen) 1.9 
41A(Eunomia) 1.8 
42 (Lydia) 1.3 
45(Maria) 8.4 
51(Koronis) 78.0 
61 (Eos) 90.2 

71 (Themis) 73 

Key: 

Ps<1 an insignificant family 
Ps>=1 a marginally significant family 
Ps»1 a highly significant family 

Table 9. 

Zappala Asteroid Families 

STATISTICS 

Pr Tholen Classified Asteroids 

.72 (4)V 

.89 (3)F 

.63 (1 )J,(2)V 

.63 (3)S 
0 (1 )CG,(1 )M,(1 )XC 
.65 (6)S 
.91 (22)S,(1 )SC 
.94 (29)S,(1 )ST,(1 )SU,(1 )M,(1 )MU, 

(1 )MU:,(1 )CTGU:,(1 )CGTP:,(1 )CSU, 
(1 )CGU,(1 )B,(1 )XC,(1 )XSCU 

.97 (5)C,(1 )CU,(1 )C:, (1 )CPF,(1 )CXF, 
(1 )CBU:,(1 )CFU:,(6)B,(3)BU,(1 )BCU, 
(1 )BCU:,(1 )FC,(1 )FU,(2)FCX,(1 )FCX:, 
(2)P,(1 )G;,(1 )XCU,(1 )I 

Pr=O family members completely disperse among the background asteroid population. 
Pr-1 family members form a tight cluster which has not dispersed any members to the background 
population . 
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Table 10 . 

• Zappala Asteroid Families: Relative Velocities 

Delta V 
Family (m/sec) Tholen Classified Asteroids 

31(Vesta) 80 (3)V • 120 (1)V 

32 (Amalasuntha) 100 (2)F 
140 (1)F 

35(Tinchen) 120 (1)J,(1)V • 140 (1)V 

41A(Eunomia) 120 (1)S 
140 (1)S 
160 (1)S 

• 42 (Lydia) 140 (1)CG,(1)XC 
160 (1)M 

45(Maria) 100 (S)S 
140 (1)S 
160 (1)S • 51 (Koronis) 40 (8)S 
60 (6)S,(1)SC 
80 (1)S 
100 (6)S 

• 61 (Eos) 40 (1 )B,(1 )CTGU:, (1 )MU,(1 )MU:, 
(1 S)S,(1)ST,(1)SU,(1)XC 

60 (1)CGTP:,(1)M,(13)S 
80 (1)CGU,(1)S,(1)XSCU 

71 (Themis) 40 (1)B,(1)C • 60 (2)B,(3)BU,(2)C,(1)CU, 
(1)CBU:,(2)FCX,(1)FCX: 

80 (2)B,(2)C,(1)CPF,(1)XCU 
100 (1)8,(1 )BCU,(1)C:,(1 )CXF, 

(1)G;,(1)1 
120 (1)BCU:,(1)P • 140 (1 )CFU:,(1)FC 
160 (1)FU,(1)P 

• 
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1.6 Interloping Asteroids 

In the large Eos asteroid family there are a few incompatible S and M asteroids mixed in 

with a majority of "K" asteroids (See Williams family 2 (Table 3) and the Zappala family 

61 (Table 6)). These asteroids occur, in spite of high probabilities of family significance 

(Ps) and robustness (Pr) which are listed in table 5. These odd asteroids are thought to be 

background population asteroids that became incorporated into this large asteroid family. 

They also may be remnants of the impacting projectile that disrupted the Eos parent body . 

There are also some other Williams families that may possess interlopers. In particular 

Williams families 24 and 67 are good cases. W-24 possesses a relatively large E type (44 

Nysa) among several F type asteroids. W-67 has a huge G-type (1 Ceres) that is clustered 

with several igneous class asteroids. In both of these cases, the large asteroid may be a 

pre-existing asteroid that was in the orbital vicinity of an asteroid family forming event. 

It is likely that the proportion of interlopers increases in the smaller asteroid families and 

makes it increasingly difficult to distinguish which asteroids are members by purely 

dynamical means. This could account for some of the small Williams families which fail 

our reality test because of the appearance of S or C asteroids in otherwise compatible 

families. (S and C asteroids are the most likely types to be interlopers since at most 

locations in the main belt they dominate the general population.) 
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1. 7 Zappala Versus Williams Asteroid Families 

The Themis, Eos, Koronis, Maria, and Vesta families are nearly identical in both family 

classifications. All of these families are geologically consistent with the common parent 

body model if a few interlopers are allowed. The Williams Vesta family was not included 

in the discussion section of this paper since only two of its member have been spectrally 

classified (as V-types) . 

Williams' family 24 (Nysa) makes a geologically convincing F-type dominated asteroid 

family if one omits the E-type asteroid 44 Nysa. It is unusual in the fact that this is the only 

large concentration of F-type asteroids known. In the Zappala classification, the "Nysa" 

asteroid family virtually disappears. It is replaced by family Z-32 Amalasuntha that 

possesses only two ofW-24's F-types. It does not include the E-type 44 Nysa. However, it 

still can come from the disruption of an F-type asteroid. This change does away with the 

disturbing situation in which the largest member of the family must be rejected as an 

interloper. Unfortunately most member of family Z-32 have no spectra, for the simple 

reason that the eight color asteroid survey observers used Williams' list of W-24 family 

members as a guide to observing in this region and ignored most other asteroids in the 

vicinity . 

Most of the geologically questionable Williams families do not directly correspond to 

Zappala families. 80 of the Williams families have no correspondence to any of the 

Zappala families . In comparison all of the Zappala families that meet the statistical asteroid 

family criteria (Ps & Pr) and have significant spectral sampling can be derived from a 
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common parent body. According to this information, the Williams visual classification 

scheme may be too liberal in clustering asteroid orbital elements into asteroid families. The 

more conservative Zappala et al 1990 asteroid family classification criteria appear to be 

much more accurate in determining which asteroids are genetically related . 

1.8 Caveats 

The data used in this family study contain some biases. Only the asteroids that achieve 

18th V magnitude or brighter can actually be measured. This biases the data towards the 

closer and/or higher albedo asteroids. Also, only 6% to 15% of the asteroid family 

members were identified in the families studied in this paper. Much deeper and more 

comprehensive asteroid spectral surveys are needed to better define the true geologic 

nature of the asteroid families. 

The geologic models used to test asteroid families assume that S-type asteroids are the 

products of igneous processes. Presently, there is an on going debate whether or not S

type asteroids are differentiated objects or are primitive objects that have an ordinary 

chondrite composition (Bell 1990). S-type asteroids may just be a spectral classification 

that contains both differentiated objects and primitive objects (Gaffey 1992). In either 

case, S-type asteroids are still cosmochemically incompatible with C-type (carbonaceous 

chondrite) materials, which yields the same test results as reported in this paper. 

Mineralogical interpretations of asteroid spectral types are of differing reliability 

depending on the degree of structure in the visible and infrared spectrum. Asteroids types 

with several distinct silicate absorption bands are unambiguously linked to specific rock or 

meteorite types. Good examples of this are types V and A. No one contests the 
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interpretation of these types as basalt and dunite respectively. But some other types have 

bland spectra that can only be matched with meteorites by means of comparing continuum 

slopes, and interpretations of these types are uncertain. For instance, in this paper we 

assume that T asteroid materials are metamorphosed carbonaceous chondrite materials . 

But these asteroids can also be interpreted as a troilite-dominated object similar to the 

meteorite Soroti (Britt et al. 1992) . 

The new Z asteroid type (Mueller et al. 1992) was not included in this asteroid family and 

parent body discussion. This is due to the fact that their is only one known Z-type, 5145 

Pholus. 5145 resides in the orbital vicinity of Saturn and Uranus and is not yet known to 

belong to any family. 

1.9 Conclusion 

With our knowledge of the mineralogy and spectra of meteorites it is possible to 

determine asteroid composition from telescopic observations. This compositional 

information with cosmochemistry can be combined with the orbital dynamics to evaluate 

asteroid families. The primary conclusions of applying this principal to the asteroid families 

classified by Williams 1989 and Zappala et al 1990 are as follows: 

(1) Many of the Williams families can not be derived from a common parent body. Most 

of the Zappala families are consistent with the common parent body hypothesis . 

(2) The well defined Themis, Eos, Koronis, and Maria families are almost identical in both 

asteroid family classification systems. Each of these families appear to be derived from the 

impact disruption of a single proto-asteroid. 
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(3) The F-type asteroid dominated Williams Nysa family almost disappears in the Zappala 

classification. It is instead replace by the Zappala Amalasuntha F rich family that does not 

include the E-type asteroid 44 Nysa. The E-type 44 Nysa was included in the Williams 

Nysa family where it is geochemically incompatible with the remaining F-type asteroids. 

The general conclusion of this study is that the Zappala et al. 1990 analysis appears to be 

closer to "reality" than that of Williams 1989 in terms of number of asteroid families and 

the fraction of asteroids belonging to families, but the assignment of a particular asteroid 

to a given parent body is somewhat uncertain. Eighty of the Williams families had no 

corresponding Zappala families. 

There are some ongoing asteroid studies that utilize the results of this paper. Parent bodies 

and past asteroid belt configurations (Granahan and Bell 1991 and Granahan and Bell 

1992) can be recreated using asteroid families. An infrared observing campaign of the Eos 

family asteroids will be conducted by the authors over the next year at the NASA Infrared 

Telescope Facility observatory at Mauna Kea to search for more "K" type objects. Visible 

spectral studies of poorly sampled asteroid families are also being planned . 
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Chapter 2 
THE RECENT GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE ASTEROID BELT 

2.1 Abstract 

It is possible to recreate the recent (approximately the last billion years) geologic history 

of the asteroid belt by utilizing knowledge about asteroid families. Asteroid families 

appear in three basic types: (1) Well defined genetic asteroid families which can be 

reconstructed into their singular respective geologically viable parent bodies. (2) Asteroid 

families that exhibit defined orbital element clusters but consist of geologically 

incompatible members and/or possess low statistical probabilities of being asteroid 

families. (3) Diffuse orbital element clusters of asteroids that are not nominally classified 

as asteroid families. If all of these groups are collisional remnants then the youngest of 

these objects is (1), the intermediate in age is (2), and the oldest is (3). By utilizing this 

concept and recreating the appropriate parent bodies, models of the geologic history of the 

asteroid belt were made using the asteroid family taxonomies of Williams (1989) and 

Zappala et al. (1990). The Williams (1989) dependent models show an asteroid belt 

whose radial distribution of asteroid types has been static during the recent past. In 

contrast, the Zappala et al. (1990) dependent model shows fluctuations in the radial 

distribution of asteroid types. The chief difference between the two models are qualities 

due to the perturbation theory and the number of asteroids (Williams - 2600, Zappala -

4100) used in the construction of the respective asteroid family taxonomies . 
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2.2 Introduction: Asteroid Families and Parent Bodies 

Asteroid families can be used to explore the history of the asteroid belt. Asteroid families 

are groups of asteroids that cluster around similar orbital elements such as semi-major 

axis, eccentricity, and the sine of the orbit's inclination. In chapter 1, it was shown that 

some asteroid families can be reconstructed into their singular respective parent bodies. In 

this chapter, this idea is taken into its logical conclusion by modeling the evolution of 

these asteroid families. In this way one can examine the evolutionary history of the 

asteroid belt during its last phase of major disruptive collision events. 

The basic premise of chapter 1 was that a true asteroid family is a genetic asteroid family . 

This idea was used to evaluate the validity of the asteroid family taxonomic classifications 

of Zappala et al. (1990) and of Williams (1989). The Zappala et al. (1990) asteroid family 

taxonomy classified 4100 numbered asteroids with hierarchical clustering statistics and 

proper orbital elements derived from perturbation theory which includes the gravitational 

effects of Jupiter and Saturn. The Williams (1989) asteroid family taxonomy classified 

2600 asteroids, those with numbered orbits and asteroids cataloged during the Palomar 

Leiden Survey. Williams applied a visual stereoscopic cluster method on proper elements 

that were derived from perturbation theory which modeled the effects of the Jovian 

gravitational field on the asteroid population. Spectral observations were used to describe 

the approximate compositions of the asteroids via the Bell et al. (1989) superclass 

interpretations of asteroid spectra data and their likeness of spectra obtained from 

meteorite analogs. The Bell et al. (1989) superclass concept classifies asteroids into three 

basic geologic types of objects that are described as primitive, metamorphic, and igneous 

(see table 11). An examination of the asteroid spectra and the chemistry of the analogous 

meteorites have defined which asteroid types would be geochemically compatible (see 
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chapter 1 for a more detailed discussion). Primitive asteroid materials could not have 

evolved on the same parent body as igneous materials. All metamorphic asteroid materials 

are most likely derived from C-type materials. Metamorphic and C-type materials are a 

compatible mixture for a parent body composition. Most igneous materials are 

geologically compatible on a differentiated proto-asteroid. However, E-type materials are 

only compatible with M-type materials on a parent body. This is due to the belief that E

type materials are composed of FeO-poor pyroxene which formed in a reducing 

environment. The different primitive materials are also thought to be incompatible on a 

proto-asteroid due to the knowledge of the isotopic chemistry of C, K, and Q-type 

meteorite analogs. Isotopic studies of the analogous meteorites (CI, CM, CV, CO, H, L, 

and LL chondrites) indicate that they condensed in different isotopic reservoirs in the solar 

nebula. The exception to this rule is the fact that the spectral classification boundary 

between C and P-types is an arbitrarily defined in color space (Tholen 1984). A 

homogeneous parent body with spectral properties that would place it near the C/P 

boundary could readily produce fragments during asteroid family formation that were 

classified as C or P-types just due to the usual uncertainties of observational accuracies . 

Table 12 illustrates the Williams (1989) families that were tested with this criteria and 

Table 13 depicts how the Zappala et al. (1990) families met these requirements. In this 

chapter it is these parent bodies of the plausible genetic families that have been 

reconstructed . 
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Table 11 . 

Assumed Compositional Interpretations of Asteroid 
Taxonomic Types 

Bell Tholen 
Superclass Class 

Primitive D 
p 
c 
"K" 
a 

Metamorphic T 
B+G+F 

Igneous v 
J 
R 
s 
A 
M 
E 

key: 
ol=olivine 
pyx=pyroxene 
plag=plagioclase 
C.C.=carbonaceous chondrites 

(Table adapted from Bell et al, 1989) 

Inferred Analogous 
Minerals Meteorites 

organics + ? (ice?) (none) 
organics + ? (ice?) (none) 
clays, C, organics Cl, CM chondrites 
ol, pyx, C CV, CO chondrites 
pyx, ol, gray NiFe H, L, LL chondrites? 

clays, opaques highly altered C.C.? 
clays, opaques highly altered C.C.? 

plag, pyx,ol basaltic achondrites 
pyx diogenites 
ol, pyx ol-rich achondrites? 
pyx, ol, red NiFe pallasites, lodranites, irons? 
ol brachinites 
NiFe irons 
Fe-free pyx aubrites 

Many researchers (Bell, Chapman, Gaffey) have used the radial stratigraphy of the 

asteroid belts material types as an argument for a solar heat source for the heating 

mechanism for asteroid differentiation. The radial stratigraphy of asteroidal materials 

depicted in figures 11 and 12 show the known distribution of materials as of 1989. Since 

the igneous materials shown in these figures is most abundant in the inner belt and the 

primitive materials in the outer belt, arguments can readily be made for a solar dependent 

heat source for the differentiation of asteroidal materials. However, this distribution of 

materials may not be an accurate picture of the asteroid belt through time. This study 
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further explores that stratigraphy to see if the radial Bell et al (1989) Superclass trend 

does not change in the course of the collisional evolution of the asteroid belt. 

Table 12. 
William's Asteroid Families: Tholen Classified Asteroids 

Geologically 
Family Real? 

1 y 

1A y 

2 Y? 

3 y 
4 y 
24 Y? 
67 Y? 
106 y 
108 N 
119 y 
120 y 
124 N 
125 y 
126 y 
130 N 
132 N 
133 N 
138 y 
140 N 
141 N 
142 N 
144 N 
150 y 
158 N 
161 N 
163 N 
171 N 

Flora Region Families 
180 y 
182 y 
183 y 
184 Y? 
186 y 
188 y 
189 y 

Hungaria Region Families 
190 y 
191 Y? 

198 N 

Tholen Classified Asteroids 

(3)8,(1 )CU,(1 )CXF,(1 )C:,(1 )CFU:,(1 )FC,(1 )FU, 
(1)X 
(3)8,(2)BU,(1 )BCU,(5)C,(1 )CPF,(1 )CBU:,(2)FCX, 
(1 )FCX:,(1 )G:, (1 )I 
(30)S,(1 )SU,(1 )ST,(1 )CGU,(1 )CSU,(1 )CGTP:, 
(1 )CTGU:,(1 )M,(1 )MU:,(1 )XC,(1 )XSCU 
(22)S,(1 )SC 
(8)S 
(1 )E,(7)F,(1 )FXU: 
(1 )A,(1 )G,(4)S 
(2)C,(1 )CP,(1 )X 
(2)S,(1 )P,(1 )XO 
(1 )CGSU,(1 )C:,(1)XDC 
(3)S 
(2)M,(1 )P,(1 )R,(1 )X 
(1 )CX,(1 )C:,(1 )PC 
(5)S 
(1 )M,(1 )T,(1 )XC 
(2)C,(1 )CF,(1 )C:,(1 )E,(1 )S,(1 )M 
(1 )CX,(1 )FC,(1 )M,(1 )X 
(3)C,(1 )GC:,(1 )T 
(1 )CPF,(1 )DT,(1 )FC,(4)S,(1 )X 
(1 )CX,(1 )C:,(1 )MU,(1 )S 
(2)C,(1 )S 
(1 )C,(2)S 
(1)AS,(2)S 
(1 )DCX,(1 )G,(1 )M,(1 )S 
(1 )DCX,(1 )F,(1 )SU 
(3)S,(1 )T,(1 )X 
(1 )CX,(1 )G,(1 )S,(1 )XC 

(3)S 
(4)S 
(5)S,(1 )SU 
(1)DX,(6)S 
(2)S,(1 )SR 
(8)S 
(1 O)S,(1 )SU 

(3)E,(2)X 
(1 )CX:,(4)S,(1 )X 

(1 )CP,(1 )C:,(1 )S 

47 

Key: 
Y -yes N - no 
Y? - family includes some 
possible interlopers. If 
interlopers are included 
in the geologic test, then these 
families are not geologically 
consistent. 
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Table 13. 

Zappala Asteroid Families: Tholen Classified Asteroids 

Statistically Geologically 
Family Real? Real? Tholen Classified Asteroids 

31(Vesta) Yes Yes (4)V 
32 (Amalasuntha) Yes Yes (3)F 
35(Tinchen) Yes Yes (1 )J,(2)V 
41A(Eunomia) Yes Yes (3)S 
42 (Lydia) No No (1 )CG,(1 )M,(1 )XC 
45(Maria) Yes Yes (6)S 
51(Koronis) Yes Yes (22)S,(1 )SC 
61 (Eos) Yes Yes* (29)S,(1 )ST,(1 )SU,(1 )M,(1 )MU, 

(1 )MU:, (1 )CTGU:,(1 )CGTP:,(1 )CSU, 
(1 )CGU,(1 )8,(1 )XC,(1 )XSCU 

71 (Themis) Yes Yes (5)C,(1 )CU,(1 )C:,(1 )CPF,(1 )CXF, 
(1 )CBU:, (1 )CFU:, (6)8,(3)BU,(1 )BCU, 
(1 )BCU:,(1 )FC,(1 )FU,(2)FCX,(1 )FCX:, 
(2)P,(1 )G;(1 )XCU,(1 )I 

* with some possible interlopers 

2.3 An Asteroid Belt Chronology 

It is important to note that both sets of asteroid belt family taxonomies possess three very 

similar generations of asteroid family dispersing events. By assuming that the majority of 

the orbital element clusters are products of parent body impact disruption events, one can 

reconstruct a chronology of events. The youngest impact disruption forming events in 

both cases were those that made the genetic asteroid families. Marzari and Davis (1991) 

calculate approximate asteroid family ages by modeling the impact disrupting collisions 

and the amount of time it takes for these clusters to disperse. The approximate age for 

these geologically coherent families have been calculated to be about 20 to 100 million 

years of age. There is evidence for an older generation of asteroid family forming events 

that can be found in the Williams' (1989) families which are geologically incompatible and 
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the Zappala et al. (1990) families that have low asteroid family statistical parameters . 

Older still are diffuse clusters of asteroid orbital elements like the Flora region which have 

not been classified as an asteroid family. Marzari and Davis (1991) estimated the age of 

the Flora region being about 500 million to 1 billion years . 

By assembling this information together, one can assemble a geochronology that can 

describe the recent history of collisional events in the asteroid belt. The Koronis era can 

be used to describe the period of time from when the genetic asteroid families were made 

to the present (100 million years ago to present). This is the time when all of the well 

defined asteroid families were formed . 

The Lydia era can be used to describe the time when the geologically incompatible families 

of Williams and the Zappala' families with low asteroid family statistical values were 

formed by disrupted impact. Since these objects are intermediate in age with respect to 

the genetic asteroid families and clusters similar to the Flora region this period of time 

ranges from 100 million years to 500 million years before present. 

The oldest time period depicted in this family study is the Flora era. It covers the period 

of time when diffuse clusters such the Flora Region and smaller clusters were formed by 

disruptive impact events. These are clusters which are so diffuse in nature they are not 

formerly classified as asteroid families by asteroid family taxonomy researchers. These are 

the oldest collisional remnants of an asteroid one would expect to detect via proper orbital 

elements. Marzari and Davis (1991) estimates the age of the Flora Region as being 500 

million years. Hence, the Flora Era can be estimated as the time between -500 million to 

-1 billion years ago . 
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This chronology of asteroid family processes can be used to explore the recent geologic 

history (the last - billion years). Combining this sequence of asteroid family formation and 

the present understanding of asteroid compositions is how the remainder of this chapter 

explores this topic . 

2.4 Williams' Parent Bodies 

22 genetic families were described in the chapter 1 analysis of the Williams' asteroid 

families (see Table 12). The parent body spectral type (Tholen 1989) was determined by 

the most numerous spectral class or most unambiguous class in the asteroid family. For a 

more detailed description of the Williams' asteroid family member spectral classes refer to 

chapter 1 . 

In order to reconstruct the size and the orbital characteristics of a parent body one must 

make several assumptions. Ideally, one would like to use diameter data derived from 

visible and infrared studies like those conducted by Gradie (1978) or by the IRAS survey 

(Tedesco 1989). However, even the IRAS survey has only calculated data for 1790 

objects. Instead, the effective visual diameters were derived from absolute magnitudes 

published in the Minor Planet Circulars and assumed albedos were utilized. This data set 

is much larger (6000 + objects). These data are not as accurate as visible and infrared 

studies, but for first order calculations it gives as a reasonable estimate . 

In order to recreate the dimensions of the Williams family parent bodies it was assumed 

that the effective visual diameters actually described the true size of the asteroids in the 

asteroid families. All asteroids in this calculation are assumed to be spherical in shape . 

No allowance was made for matter that is not included as an asteroid family member in the 
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Williams classification. This undoubtedly omits many small fragments not yet detected . 

To recreate the size of the parent body the spherical volume of all of the members of the 

respective asteroid family was calculated and then added together into one large sum. The 

parent body size what calculated by solving for what size of sphere would be required to 

contain the sum of the volumes of the asteroid family members. Equation 1 shows this 

calculation. 

Equation 1 

47rR3 
n 4Jrr3 

-=L-1 
3 i=l 3 

R = radius of parent body 

1i = radius of asteroid family member i 

No factors were interjected into these calculations to account for change in density of the 

parent body materials which may occur in the asteroid family forming event. Table 14 lists 

the results. Table 15 compares the parent body size estimates with the largest asteroid 

family member. The parent body spectral type was determined from the test exercises in 

chapter 1 . 
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Williams' Parent Bodies Characteristics 
Williams' Parent Body Diameter Parent Body Type (Tholen 
Family# <km) Class) 

• 1 192.9 c 
lA 275.8 c 
2 188.2 s (K) 

3 107.4 s 
4 84.9 s 
106 250.0 c 

• 119 100.9 c 
120 129.l s 
125 174.8 c 
126 142.9 s 
138 226.1 c 
150 168.2 s 
180 38.8 s • 
182 38.3 s 
183 33.5 s 
184 58.2 s 
186 30.2 s 

• 188 35.4 s 
189 142.0 s 
190 12.9 E 
191 22.1 s 

• 

• 

• 
52 
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Table 15. 

w·n· 1 1ams 'L arges t F ·1 M b am11y em ers 
Williams' Parent Body Largest Family Largest Family Member 
Family# Diameter<km) Member Diameter(km) 
1 192.9 268 Adorea 142.0 
lA 275.8 24 Themis 234.0 
2 188.2 221 Eos 110.0 
3 107.4 208 Lacrimosa 44.3 
4 84.9 695 Bella 51.2 
106 250.0 94 Aurora 212.0 
119 100.9 586 Thekla 85 .0 
120 129.1 850 Altona 84.5 
125 174.8 804 Hispania 161.0 
126 142.9 68 Leto 127.0 
138 226.1 54 Alexandra 171.0 
150 168.2 14 Irene 168.0 
180 38.8 364 Isara 31.0 
182 38.3 905 Universitas 21.0 
183 33.5 540 Rosamunde 21.0 
184 58.2 422 Berolina 47.6 
186 30.2 939 Isberga 17.8 
188 35.4 352 Gisela 22.5 
189 142.0 8 Flora 141.0 
190 12.9 434 Hungaria 10.5 
191 22.1 1235 Schorria 17.8 

All parent body orbital elements were estimated by averaging the proper elements of the 

respective asteroid family members. The Williams' asteroid elements (1989) were 

obtained from the Asteroids II (1989) computer database archived by the National Space 

Science Data Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. Table 16 lists the parent body orbital 

element estimates . 
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Table 16. 

Williams' Parent Bodies Orbital Elements 
Williams' Family Semi-Major Sine(Inclinatioo) Eccentricity 
# Axis(A.U.) 
1 3.141 .151 .0260 
IA 3.136 .153 .0237 
2 3.015 .0709 .177 
3 2.87 .0486 .0369 
4 2.550 .0874 .262 
106 3.180 .0600 .155 
119 3.049 .0882 .04425 
120 2.999 .111 .244 
125 2.868 .112 .259 
126 2.800 .143 .134 
138 2.665 .161 .210 
150 2.557 .186 .145 
180 2.249 .149 .101 
182 2.235 .126 .0857 
183 2.234 .148 .114 
184 2.233 .157 .0779 
186 2.219 .126 .0503 
188 2.208 .120 .0681 
189 2.194 .138 .0868 
190 1.939 .070 .359 
191 1.886 .0633 .417 

2.5 The Williams' Geologic History 

By examining the asteroid families and the recreated parent bodies it is possible to use the 

Williams' (1989) family classification to model past configurations of the asteroid belt. 

One notices that there are many genetic asteroid families in the Williams' system. These 

are asteroid families whose member possess geologically compatible compositions which 

are thought to be the product of the impact disruption of their parental asteroid. Hence, 

these families were formed during the Koronis era. Williams' family 3 (Koronis) is a good 
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example of this. There are also asteroid families that contain a mixture of compatible and 

incompatible asteroids that could not be derived from a singular parent body. Williams' 

families 67 and 108 are examples of asteroid families which were formed during Lydian 

era. Then there are also regions of diffuse clusters of asteroids that have not been 

classified as asteroid families such as the Flora region. These cluster features are thought 

to have formed during the Flora era . 

To model the asteroid belt as it appeared before the latest generation (the Koronis era) of 

asteroid family forming events, one must reassemble the genetic asteroid families into their 

respective parent bodies. Having already done this (Tables 14, 15, 16) for the Williams' 

families in the previous section, a model can be readily reconstructed. Figures 15 and 16 

show the distribution of asteroidal materials in the Williams' Lydian era models. Figures 

17 and 18 show the present day distribution of asteroidal materials utilizing the proper 

orbital elements that Williams' (1989) used to construct his asteroid family taxonomy. For 

a description of asteroid superclasses please refer to Table 11 and the introduction of this 

chapter. To go back further in time, the remaining parent bodies of the non-genetic 

Williams families are recreated by averaging the asteroid family's orbital elements and by 

defining the parent body material type as the dominant spectral type present in a particular 

asteroid family. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate this model of the asteroid belt as Williams 

Flora era. All plots have bins of . 5 astronomical units. 

A quick look at figures 13, 15, and 17 show that the overall distributions of asteroidal 

materials with respect to the radial distance has not experienced any major changes during 

the three collisional Williams generations modeled here. The primary change shown in 

these plots between Williams generation Koronis era and Lydian era is a relative minor 

decrease of S and C asteroid types in the inner and outer portions of 
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the main asteroid belt when the belt is translated from generation Koronis era to the 

Lydian era. The major discernible change from Williams' Lydian era to the Flora era is the 

decrease of the abundance ofE type materials in the inner belt. 

However, these plots of a multitude of asteroid types may be camouflaging the actual 

changes over time. Plots 14, 16, and 18 illustrate the solar radial abundance of the 

asteroid superclasses. Once again, there is no overall radical change of asteroidal material 

seen through time. The most pronounced change from Williams generation Koronis era to 

the Lydian era seen in figure 9 and 7 is the fact that the relative abundance of primitive 

materials increased in the outer portions of the asteroid belt. Going back in time from 

generation 2 to 1 much of the metamorphic material between 2 and 2.5 astronomical units 

were assembled into primitive parent bodies. Hence, at that time, more metamorphosed 

parent bodies were disrupted by impacts . 

The analysis of the asteroid belt models utilizing Williams (1989) asteroid families and 

proper orbital elements show that the overall solar radial distribution of asteroid materials 

has remained a static overall quantity. The Williams Flora era and Lydian era models 

suggest that there was an increase of the disruption of primitive (C type) parent bodies in 

that time period which produced more metamorphic superclass asteroids in the asteroid 

belt around 2.0 to 2.5 astronomical units. The latest generation of asteroid family forming 

events has increased the relative abundance of the igneous (chiefly S-type) superclass 

asteroids in the inner and outer asteroid belt. 
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2.6 Zappala Parent Bodies 

Spectroscopic tests yielded 10 valid genetic asteroid families in the Zappala' et al. (1990) 

classification (see table 13). The spectral class of the parent body is determined by which 

class the majority of the family members are. Please refer to chapter 1 for a detailed 

description of the Zappala family member spectral types . 

The parent body size estimates were derived from the effective visual diameters All of 

the asteroid family members were assumed to be spherical in shape for the parent body 

size calculation. A total volume of the asteroid family was estimated by summing up the 

spherical volumes of the asteroid family members. Assuming that the parent body was a 

spherical planetoid and that zero compression, decompression, or loss of materials 

occurred during asteroid family formation allows for the estimation of the parent body's 

diameter. This diameter is simply found by solving what diameter sphere is required to 

hold the total volume of the asteroid family. See equation 1 to see how this calculation 

was done. The orbital element information was kindly provided by C. Milani across the 

Internet network from Italy. These orbital elements of the 4100 asteroids that Zappala et 

al. (1990) used are proper elements that had effects of major gravitational perturbations of 

Jupiter and Saturn removed. The primary spectra data are the Tholen types as listed in 

Tholen's SEARCH program files which are approximately the same as those listed in 

Tholen et al. (1989). Table 17 lists the modeled characteristics of the Zappala asteroid 

families parent bodies. Table 18 compares the modeled parent body sizes with the largest 

existing asteroid family members . 
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Table 17. 
Zappala Parent Body Characteristics 

Zappala Family # Family Name Parent Body Diameter Tholen Spectral Type 
(km) 

Z31 Vesta 501.0 v 
Z32 Amalasuntha 29.7 F 
Z41A Eunomia 273.4 s 
Z44 Adeona 158.7 c 
Z45 Maria 87.7 s 
Z51 Koronis 112.4 s 
Z61 Eos 194.7 s (K) 

Z71 Themis 307.7 c 
Z72 Meliboea 130.6 c 
Z73 Veritas 130.6 c 

Table 18. 
Z I F ·1 L t M b ap 11a a amity arges em ers 

Zappala Family# Largest Family Member Name Largest Family Member 
Diameter (km) 

Z31 4 Vesta 501.0 
Z32 750 Oscar 24.0 
Z41A 15 Eunomia 272.0 
Z44 145 Adeona 155.0 
Z45 695 Bella 51.2 
Z51 208 Lacrimosa 44.3 
Z61 221 Eos 110.0 
Z71 24 Themis 224.0 
Z72 137 Meliboea 150.0 
Z73 490 Veritas 121.0 

Orbital element values of these parent bodies were calculated by taking the average of the 

family's members orbital elements. It is assumed that an average of the orbital elements of 

an asteroid family will give the approximate orbital elements of the reconstructed parent 

body. Table 19 illustrates these values . 
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Table 19. 
Zappala Parent Bodies Orbital Elements 

Zappala Family # Semi-Major Axis Sine(lnclination) Eccentricity 
(A.U.) 

Z31 2.3649 .112 .09942 
Z32 2.4581 .0545 .1633 
Z41A 2.6139 .2263 .1484 
Z44 2.6756 .2008 .1670 
Z45 2.5534 .. 2585 .09096 
Z51 2.8620 .03923 .04894 
Z61 3.0051 .1748 .07637 
Z71 3.1337 .02807 .1521 
Z72 3.1091 .2515 .1917 
Z73 3.1706 .1594 .06171 

2. 7 Zappala Geologic History 

Utilizing the same principle methods to recreate the history of the asteroid belt according 

to the Williams' (1989) asteroid families and Williams' (1989) proper orbital elements a 

geologic history can be reconstructed via the Zappala et al. (1990) families and the Milani 

orbital elements. Once again, three generations of collisional remnants can be identified. 

The youngest collisional products (Koronis era) are the genetic asteroid families like the 

Zappala family 51 (Koronis). The next older generation (Lydian era) of asteroid families 

are the geologically incompatible families such as Zappala family 42 (Lydia) and families 

like number 42 which possess low asteroid family statistical parameters (see chapter 1 for 

a discussion). The oldest collisional remnants (Flora era) are once again the diffuse 

clusters such as the Flora region which are not classified as asteroid families. 

The models of three generations of collisions are recreated for the asteroid belt utilizing 

the Zappala et al. (1990) families and the Milani elements. The Zappala Koronis era is the 

present population of asteroids with the proper orbital elements of Milani. The Zappala 

Lydian era is the asteroid belt with the reassembled parent bodies of the genetic Zappala 

asteroid families (refer to tables 17, 18, and 19). The Flora Era is the Lydian era model 
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with all of the Zappala et al. (1990) families reconstructed into parent bodies, including 

asteroid families with low statistical parameters. Their spectral type was determined by 

what the majority of the spectral types were present in that particular asteroid family . 

To examine the changes of the distribution of asteroid belt materials through time radial 

abundance plots were made. Figures 19 and 20 illustrated a spectral type and a superclass 

abundance plot of Zappala Flora era. Figures 21 and 22 are plots of Zappala Lydian era 

and figures 23 and 24 are plots of the present population or Zappala Koronis era. 

Examining figures 19, 21, and 23 show that there has been a large change of the relative 

abundance of asteroid types through time. All plots represent populations of asteroids 

that were binned at .5 astronomical unit intervals. The major change from the Zappala 

Koronis era to the Lydian era (figures 23 and 21) is that a large amount of the S-type 

asteroids that exist between 2 to 3. 5 astronomical units were created by the most recent 

asteroid family forming events. Much of the C-type population between 2 to 3 

astronomical units were dispersed at this time as well. The largest spectral type 

distribution change seen between the Zappala Lydian era to the Flora era (figures 21 and 

19) was the re-incorporation of many M-types between 2.5 to 3 astronomical units into 

parent bodies . 

A superclass study of these generation models also yields some interesting results (figures 

20, 22, and 24). Figure 24 shows the Zappala Koronis era model with the relative 

abundance of igneous materials decreasing with increasing semi-major axis values. Please 

note the relative abundance distribution of primitive materials in this figure, particularly at 

2 to 3 astronomical units. By going back to the time just before the latest round of 

asteroid family production as illustrated in the Zappala Lydian era model (figure 22) these 

same primitive asteroids are not as numerous as present day. This same plot also shows 
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that at this time the number of metamorphic asteroids was a more prevalent type of 

asteroid in the belt. By going back in time from the Zappala Lydian era to the Flora era 

(figures 22 and 20) one sees a relative decrease in igneous asteroids at 2.5 to 3 

astronomical units . 

The Zappala past asteroid belt models suggest there have been a change in the solar radial 

abundance of asteroidal materials through time. The Koronis era of asteroid forming 

collisions appears to be responsible for dispersing many of the C and S asteroids that are 

in the present asteroid belt. The Lydian era of impact disrupting events was responsible 

for dispersing many of the M-type asteroids that exist between 2.5 and 3 astronomical 

units. 

2.8 A Comparison of Williams and Zappala Geologic Histories 

As with a comparison of the Williams' (1989) families and the Zappala et al. (1990) 

families there major differences between the Williams and Zappala geologic histories of 

the asteroid belt (see chapter 1 for a discussion of the asteroid family differences). Since 

the asteroid belt reconstructions are directly dependent on the asteroid family taxonomies, 

this result was expected. The main difference between the two histories is that the 

Williams' families dependent models represent a static population of the relative abundance 

and radial stratigraphy of asteroid materials whereas the Zappala families dependent 

models depict a significant amount of change in the relative abundance and radial 

stratigraphy of the asteroidal materials. These differences can most likely be accounted 

for by the following reasons. Williams used proper elements derived from a perturbation 

theory developed in 1969 (Williams, 1969) that modeled the effects of the planet Jupiter 

on the asteroid belt. Zappala et al. utilized proper elements from a perturbation theory 
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developed in 1988 (Knezevic et al., 1988) which modeled the gravitational effects of both 

Jupiter and Saturn. Williams' (1989) families were only determined for 2600 asteroids in 

comparison to the 4100 asteroids that Zappala et al. (1990) used in their family taxonomy. 

One could expect that Williams, given the same proper orbital elements and asteroids used 

by Zappala et al. (1990) would have arrived at nearly the same asteroid families using his 

visual stereo metric cluster mapping methods. Bendjoya et al. ( 1991) using wavelet 

transforms on the Milani et al. (1990) elements did just that. The Bendjoya et al. (1991) 

asteroid families only varied from the Zappala et al. (1990) families by just a few asteroids 

per family . 

2.9 Caveats 

The models of the recent history of the asteroid belt are dependent on several 

assumptions. The Bell et al. (1989) spectral interpretations of asteroid spectral types 

assume that all S-type asteroids are the products of igneous differentiation. There also 

exists the possibility that some or all S-type asteroids may be ordinary chondrite like 

material and thus primitive in nature. However, there are many spectral observations that 

argue against this hypothesis . 

The other major assumption of the asteroid belt geologic histories is that the cluster of 

asteroids in orbital element space are primarily due to the impact disruption of asteroid 

parent bodies. Patterson (1987) has also hypothesized that gravitational perturbations 

from planets like Jupiter has also served to cluster asteroid orbits together. This is most 

unlikely the case with the genetic asteroid families found in chapter 1 due to the spectral 
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evidence that these clusters are derived from the impact disruption of their respective 

parent bodies . 

2.10 Conclusion 

This study has outlined evidence based on the studies of asteroid families that a geologic 

history can be recreated for the recent collisional past of the asteroid belt. This is based 

on the idea that all of the clusters that exist in proper orbital element space are created by 

impact disruptions of proto-asteroids. A chronology of the recent asteroid belt geologic 

history is as follows: 

Koronis Era ( 0-100 million years before present) - Time period when all of the genetic 

asteroid families, like the Koronis families, formed by impact disruption a began their 

dispersion into the asteroid belt. According to the Zappala family geologic history model 

this is when many of the S and C-type asteroids were dispersed into the asteroid belt. The 

Williams family geologic history model primarily increases the dispersion of S asteroids. 

Lydia Era (500-100 million years before present) - Time period when all of the asteroid 

families that are composed of geologically incompatible asteroid members and/or have low 

Zappala asteroid family statistical parameters like the Lydia family. The Zappala family 

dependent model shows an increase of family forming events which disperse many M-type 

asteroids. The Williams family dependent model shows a slight increase of the dispersion 

of metamorphic superclass asteroid materials which indicates the disruption of 

metamorphosed primitive parent bodies . 
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Flora Era (500-1,000 million years before present) - Time period when the diffuse orbital 

element clusters like the Flora Region and smaller were formed by impact disruption 

events. These clusters are at present too diffuse to be classified as true asteroid families. 

The Zappala family dependent model of this era shows a stronger solar radial dependence 

than the present population. 

In this study a companson of asteroid family dependent asteroid belt histories are 

examined. The Williams' families dependent models essentially show that the solar radial 

stratigraphy of relative abundances of asteroid materials has remained static during the 

described eras. The Zappala families dependent models show noticeable variations of C, 

S, and M-type asteroids in the solar radial stratigraphy of the asteroid belt. 

The primary differences between the two geologic histories is due to the differences in the 

asteroid families taxonomies of Williams (1989) and Zappala et al. (1990). The main 

differences between these two systems is the perturbation theories used to computer the 

proper orbital elements of the asteroids and the number of asteroids used. Williams 

(1989) used perturbation theory which include the gravitational effects of Jupiter on 2600 

asteroids. Zappala et al (1990) used perturbation theory which include the gravitational 

effects of Jupiter and Saturn on 4100 asteroids. These difference are interpreted as 

causing larger differences in asteroid family taxonomies than the manner in which the 

proper orbital element clusters are mapped. Hence, the Zappala et al. (1990) dependent 

model can interpreted as being more accurate since it is based on asteroid families that 

include more asteroids and more gravitational variables. This would also mean that the 

Williams dependent models incorporate many non-family members as family members and 

may yield an inaccurate geologic history of the asteroid belt. 
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By interpreting the Zappala dependent geologic history of the asteroid belt as the most 

accurate model of the past, one can see that the distribution of asteroid materials has 

changed through time due to impact erosional processes. Therefore, the asteroids that we 

see preserved today should be dependent upon their physical strength to resist impact 

erosion as well as the initial placement and processing (like igneous differentiation) of 

those materials in the asteroid belt. Perhaps this is why a majority of S-types are observed 

in the asteroid belt and a majority of ordinary chondrites fall to Earth. S-types may be 

more resistant to impacts than the ordinary chondrite parent bodies. Thus the fall of the 

ordinary chondrites we see on Earth are due to the fact that these meteorites are more 

impact erosionally mature than their S asteroid cousins . 
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Chapter3 
INVESTIGATING THE GEOLOGIC NATURE OF THE EOS ASTEROID 

FAMILY 

3.1 Abstract 

The Eos asteroid family has been known to possess unusual spectral characteristics. Most 

Eos family asteroids lie on the S and C classification boundary according to visible 

spectroscopy. Infrared survey studies (Bell et al., 1988) had shown that a few of its 

members are K-type asteroids. K-type asteroids are asteroids with S like visible spectra 

and C like near-infrared spectra and are analogous to CV and CO chondrites. A new 

infrared filter set was developed to observe faint asteroids. This filter set (SCAS, seven 

color asteroid survey) is composed of seven broad band infrared filters developed for use 

in an InSb photometer. This instrumentation has allowed the discovery of at least 10 more 

K asteroids, 5 more S asteroids, and a M asteroid in the Eos asteroid family. Adding these 

data to previous near-infrared survey data ofEos family members, these data can be used 

to show that the parent body of the Eos asteroid family was a proto-asteroid that was 

composed of CV or CO like material. The non-K members of the Eos family demonstrate 

that even the best-defined dynamical families have significant numbers of "interlopers" or 

"background asteroids" . These genetically unrelated asteroids can only be identified by 

spectroscopic techniques . 
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3.2 Introduction: The Eos Asteroid Family 

The Eos asteroid family is one of the three main original Hirayama (1918) asteroid families 

(the others being Koronis and Themis) that exhibit a well defined cluster on plots of main 

belt asteroid proper elements (semi-major axis, inclination, and eccentricity). Figure 25 

shows the Eos family on a plot of the semi-major axis and sine(inclination). These clusters 

were named asteroid families by Hirayama based on his belief that they were derived by 

the disruption of their respective parent bodies. Today we know that the asteroid belt is 

eroding itself into smaller fragments via collisions between minor planets. Marzari and 

Davis (1991) have estimated the age ofEos at being approximately 20-100 million years. 

This suggests that the Eos family is a geologically young cluster that will eventually 

disperse through the asteroid belt in time. 

Spectroscopy first was applied by Gradie (1978) to study the Eos asteroid family. He 

observed 32 Eos family members utilizing U B V photometry and classified them using the 

C, S, M, E, and R asteroid types as described by Bowell et al (1978). He found that most 

of these objects were either classified as C-asteroids or S-asteroids. At this time C

asteroids were interpreted as being analogous to carbonaceous chondrites and S-asteroids 

were analogous to stony-iron meteorites. In fact the Eos family asteroids plotted on the 

U-B and B-V asteroid plot as a cluster of points that straddled the C and S type regions . 

Gradie (1978) also conducted albedo measurements using the visible V (.56 micron) 

wavelength and the infrared (10.6 micron) to determine the diameter of some 20 Eos 

family member to ascertain their diameters. Gradie also showed that many of the observed 

visible albedos were intermediate in values when compared to nominal C and S values . 
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In 1985 Zellner et al. published an eight color asteroid survey of photometric data of 589 

asteroids. The filter set was designed to sample visible wavelength features of asteroids 

and to sample the standard U B V colors used previously for asteroid and star 

observations (for which the Johnson U B V filter set was designed to study). Tholen 

(1989) updated this database so that it now contains some 850 asteroids. Tholen (1984) 

applied principal component minimal tree analysis to the ECAS data to classify asteroids. 

It was found to first order (Bell et al., 1989) that the Tholen asteroid types define distinct 

types of spectra that could be equated to compositions by matching these data with 

analogous meteorite data. According to this analysis the Eos family is dominated by S 

asteroids with a few C asteroids. This causes a problem since C asteroids are usually 

interpreted as CI/CM carbonaceous chondrite type material and S asteroids are usually 

interpreted as a lodranite (stony iron) like material. The CI or CM carbonaceous 

chondrite meteorites are primitive materials that are essentially early solar system nebula 

condensates. A stony iron meteorite like a lodranite or a mesosiderite are rocks that have 

been processed by igneous differentiation. Both materials also possess distinctive oxygen 

isotopic ratios which indicate that they were derived from different isotopic reservoirs in 

the solar nebula. Because an asteroid (genetic) family like Eos is thought to consist of 

fragments from one particular asteroid parent body, this poses a problem. Hence it was 

thought that these objects were thought to be interlopers. Interlopers are contaminating 

asteroids that are compositionally distinct from the majority of the asteroid family 

members. They can be pre-existing asteroids that were in the same proper element space 

as the asteroid family before the family was formed. They also could be remnants of the 

vaporized projectile that destroyed the parent body. Hence, according to the ECAS data 

the Eos family was formed by the disruption of an igneous differentiated S type parent 

body . 
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In 1988 Bell et al. completed a 52 color infrared photometric survey of some 119 

asteroids to investigate the mineralogy of the minor planets. He examined 4 Eos asteroids 

which Tholen (1984) had classified as S asteroids. One of these objects possessed the 

nominal infrared spectra of a S asteroid (figure 26). The other 3 had a flat C like infrared 

spectra (figure 27). It was first thought that these data were actually stellar spectra that 

were collected by accident. However, after repeated observations of these asteroids it 

became clear that these were actually not true S asteroids. These spectra were designated 

as K types after a discussion by Bell and Tholen (Bell, personal communication). K was 

chosen since it lies midway between in the English alphabet between the letters C and S, 

suggesting the intermediate spectral properties of these asteroids. The reason for this 

selection was based on two properties. Tholen (1984) had classified these K asteroids as 

being S asteroids on the basis of the visible spectral data. These same asteroids also 

possess near-infrared spectra which are very similar to those of C asteroids. Hence, the 

intermediate spectral nature of K asteroids. Figure 28 compares the visible and near

infrared spectra of K, C, and S asteroids. The spectra of K asteroids are analogous to the 

CV/CO carbonaceous chondrites (figure 29). CV/CO chondrites are, as other 

carbonaceous chondrites, primitive solar nebular condensates. This implies a different 

geologic interpretation of the Eos asteroid family if the majority of the Eos asteroids are K 

asteroids . 

3.3 SCAS instrument development 

To further test this idea, more observations needed to be made. The instrument which 

made the 52 color observations was a circular variable filter in conjunction with a liquid 

nitrogen cooled InSb photometer. It can collect infrared data on asteroids as faint as 14th 

V magnitude easily. However the majority of asteroids are fainter than this. 
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In order to further survey the near-infrared properties of fainter asteroids a new instrument 

needed to be developed. A new filter system for an existing InSb photometer could 

observe fainter objects. By making a few broad band filters it is possible to increase the 

amount of infrared photons per second detected by an InSb photometer as compared with 

the circular variable filter system used for the 52 color asteroid survey. The typical 

FWHM: of the proposed filters would be approximately 100 nm as compared to the 4 nm 

FWHM: that was typical of the circular variable filter. This should increase the sensitivity 

of the photometric system to detect asteroids which are 2 magnitudes fainter than the 52 

colora asteroid survey system. Such a set of 10 filters was proposed by Jeff Bell for many 

years in his grant proposals. These ten filters were designed to sample pyroxene, olivine, 

NiFe continuum slope, water, and bound water spectral features. This set of filters could 

also observe an asteroid faster than CVF observations since only 10 filters are used in lieu 

of 52 or 26 CVF filter settings. Such a photometric system could rapidly observe 

asteroids for a spectral survey. Unfortunately, this system upgrade had a price tag of 

$15,000 to $20,000 to manufacture this filter set and filter wheel. The actual NASA 

asteroid research grants that Bell received never appropriated sufficient funds for the 

manufacture this proposed filter system. 

In an attempt to provide up to date information for a new NASA proposal, a new survey 

of infrared filter vendors were made. Several of these companies also provided materials 

for the telecommunication industry as well as remote sensing contractors. It turns out that 

much research work on infrared wavelengths is being conducted to study the 

transmittance of communication signals via fiber optic telephone cable. Some companies 

have developed ways to manufacture custom infrared filters for telephone company 

instruments at a tenth of the cost of usual astronomical vendors by using sandwiched 

interference filters, blockers, and interference films . One of these companies (Omega 
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Optical) could custom make broad band I.R. filters for $240.00 apiece instead of $1500 to 

$2000 per filter. Upon finding this, Jeff Bell paid for 7 of the filters out of his personal 

funds to insure the development of this asteroid filter system. The other three filters 

already had been made and were in the possession of Jeff Bell . 

Some three months later these filters (table 20) arrived in their protective capsules waiting 

to be mounted in a filter wheel of a InSb photometer. A surplus filter wheel was found at 

the infrared instruments machine shops at the Institute for Astronomy of the University of 

Hawaii which could be used to hold the filters inside the PRIMO InSb photometer. Also 

found were engineering drawings that described the brass fittings which held the filters in 

the filter wheel. It was originally suggested by the NASA IRTF technicians that we 

machine the brass fittings and use molybdenum foil to pack in the filters. It was also 

discovered that these custom filters were indeed custom sandwiches of material but were 

also not identically sized. The dimensions of the actual filters varied on the order of a 

millimeter per dimension between the seven filters. Custom filter holders were machined 

for each of the seven infrared filters so that they would be solidly secure in the filter wheel. 

Brass was used to make these holders. The reason why brass or molybdenum foil is 

recommended to hold these filters is because these materials can readily adjust to the 

change of the filter dimensions due to going from room temperature to liquid nitrogen 

temperatures. The molybdenum foil was not chosen due to the fact that this filter set was 

intended for a multitude of asteroid observations. The filters had a higher probability of 

shifting around in the filter wheel if they were held in by a foil instead of a solid metal 

holder. The seven filters are mounted in the filter wheel with the wavelengths randomly 

alternating across the .9 to 2.3 micron range to reduce the chance of an observation 

sequence being disrupted by wavelength dependent events. The filter wheel also three 

unused filter slots. Two of them were left open for additional filters. The other was a 
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circular variable filter slot which was covered by mylar tape to help reduce the amount of 

stray light in the InSb photometer during a sequence of filter observations. 

Table 20. 
The SCAS Filters 

Filter Center 
Wavelength 

.913 
1.05 
1.30 
1.55 
1.65 
2.16 
2.4 

Notes: 
All units are in micrometers 

Filter Band 
Width 

.09 

.09 

.11 

.13 

.15 

.19 

.10 

The letter types refer to asteroid types (see table 2) 
A = an olivine rich asteroid 
S =an asteroid with olivine, pyroxene, and NiFe 
C = an asteroid with clays, C, and organics 

Justification of Filter 
Specifications 

Band I minimum in S types 
Band I minimum in A types 
Define Shape of Band I 
Continuum peak in S types 
Continuum peak in A Types 
Band II minimum in S Types 
Continuum for water band 
in C types 

Continuum, Band, etc. refer to diagnostic compositional spectral features 

The PRIMO photometer is a liquid nitrogen or liquid helium cooled InSb infrared 

photometer optimized for observing faint infrared sources which is also a facility 

instrument at the IR TF. This instrument is attached to the cassegrain focus of the 3 meter 

IRTF telescope. The IRTF uses an oscillating secondary mirror that chops at 20 Hz to 

alternate the incoming beam between the observation target and the background sky. This 

allows an observer at the IRTF to rapidly observe the target+background sky and pure 

background sky to instantly subtract out the infrared background sky flux from the 
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observations. Many other photometric systems do not do this so one actually have to 

measure sky values independently of the target observations. 

Since the PRIMOl and PRIM02 photometers are facility instruments at the IRTF there 

already existed a data collection system interfaced to the telescope. The data collected 

into a COMPAQ computer using the photometry collection routines. The only 

modification that had to be made was the filter and filter position file for this program to 

work with the SCAS setup. This PRIMO photometer configuration is referred to by the 

computer as the PRIM03 instrument. This program conveniently records the photometric 

data in ASCII format to a hard drive. These files can be copied to floppy disks or across 

an ethernet card to any computer on the internet network. 

This filter system was first put to work by Beth Clark during a 4 night observing run 

during July 14-18, 1992 to study S-asteroids. In spite of the low budget of this filter 

systems assembly, it worked remarkably well . 

3.4 SCAS Eos Observations 

This dissertation primarily concerns itself with the SCAS observations that occurred on 

July 29-30, 1992, February 17, 1993, and June 10-13, 1993. The actual observation 

techniques were initially established by Jeff Bell, Beth Clark, and myself during a four 

night long S-asteroid observing run (July 14-18, 1992). Additional observing time had 

been requested and awarded to the author at the IR TF, but were not productive due to 

inclement weather, power outages, and an observatory upgrade construction. The July 

29-30, 1992 observing run, conducted by Greg Smith and myself, gained one useful night 

of Eos family observations. The February 17, 1993 observing run was another single 
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useful night ofEos family observations collected by Glenn Veeder and Jeff Bell. A more 

recent IRTF observation run was conducted by Greg Smith and myself during June 10-13, 

1993 to study the Eos asteroid family. Two successful nights of asteroid observations 

were conducted during that particular run . 

The primary observing setup for these Eos family observations is to have the IRTF 

equipped with the PRIMO 1 photometer cooled with liquid nitrogen mounted along with 

the SUMP visible photometer on a sliding instrument rack at the cassegrain focus. It takes 

a PRIMO photometer about three hours to cool down to operating temperature after it 

has been freshly filled with liquid nitrogen. The SUMP is kept on standby to observe 

asteroids that have not been observed by any visible spectral survey. Unfortunately, it was 

never utilized during any of the past Eos asteroid family observing runs. This was due to 

the fact that a priority was made during the observing runs to acquire as much infrared 

data during the early part of the observing runs before the possible onset of bad observing 

conditions. All of the Eos asteroid family runs had to contend with bad observing 

conditions and therefore did not allow time for the lower priority SUMP data. The actual 

data collection is conducted by the IRTF's facility photometry program which runs on an 

internet networked COMPAQ computer. A SUN SP ARC workstation is adjacent to the 

COMPAQ which allows multitasking computing and provides a stellar ephemeris for 

computing star coordinates in IRTF formats . It also allows the observer to use a variety 

of UNIX based software to conduct data analysis of the data at the observatory. These 

computers are also networked to workstations at Hale Pohaku, the dorm and support 

facility to allow rapid data analysis and storage there also. A NEC laptop also exists 

linked into to the pointing systems of the telescope which also runs Celestech's EPHEM 

program that calculates coordinate, tracking rate, and magnitude information on all of the 

known asteroids with determined orbits. The photometry data obtained from the 
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SCAS/PRIMO system are ASCII files that can be readily written to the Compaq's 3.5 inch 

or 5.25 inch diskettes for convenient data storage and transport. The data from a 

productive 4 night observing run can easily fit on to one of these floppy diskettes . 

The primary format of these observing runs was to obtain SCAS photometry of target 

Eos family asteroids, Galileo encounter asteroids, any unusual asteroids visible to the 

IRTF, and solar type standard stars. For the Granahan and Smith runs two to three 

asteroids were repetitously observed between standard star observations. G5 SAO near 

ecliptic stars of about 8th V magnitude were used in conjunction with 16 Cygnus B (HR 

7504, a G2.5 star) as solar type standard stars. 16 Cygnus B has been defined by the 

astronomical community as a solar type (Hardop) star. This insured that these 

observations had a solar analog spectra even if the SAO G5 stars turned out to have 

spectra which were not analogous to solar spectra. During the Veeder and Bell run 

Landolt solar type standard stars were used. These standard stars are used to correct for 

atmospheric extinction and to remove the solar spectral components from the reflection 

spectra of the observed asteroids . 

Atmospheric extinction is removed by solving for a linear function of magnitude versus 

airmass via least squares analysis for the standard star observations. This is done at all of 

the SCAS wavelengths. To determine the appropriate correction value to apply to the 

asteroid data, one solves the linear function derived from the standard star observations 

for the airmass value at which an asteroid observation was conducted. This corrected 

solar star standard intensity value is used to correct atmospheric extinction and to remove 

solar spectra components by dividing the asteroid values (final spectra=asteroid 

spectra/corrected solar star intensity spectra). Since the brightness of these asteroids 

varies with distance, phase angle, albedo, etc., these spectra are often normalized at .56 or 
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1.5 micrometers for comparison. All of the Eos family observations have been normalized 

at 1. 5 micrometers for comparison. All of these data reductions were conducted using a 

BASIC IRTF photometry ASCII file translator program and a collection of IDL spectral 

reduction programs all of which were written by the author . 

3.5 The EOS Family Observations 

To date, 20 Eos family asteroids have been successfully observed in the visible and near

infrared wavelengths. 13 of these asteroids can be classified as K asteroids, 6 asteroids are 

S asteroids, and one is a M asteroid. Table 21 summarizes the Eos family asteroid 

observations to date. At least 10 new K asteroids were discovered during the 

observations conducted for this chapter. This study also characterized 5 more Eos S 

asteroids and a M asteroid. These designations were conducted in the following manner. 

The K asteroid must have a S-type asteroid visible spectra and a C-type asteroid like 

infrared spectra. The S-type visible data was obtained from the list of classified asteroids 

published by Tholen (1989). The infrared SCAS data was visually compared with 52 

color survey data of the K asteroid 221 Eos and with 52 color survey data of S asteroids. 

Figures 30 and 31 illustrate this comparison with the K asteroid 513 Centissima. The M 

asteroid was characterized by a relatively flat infrared spectrum and a M-type visible 

spectrum . 
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Table 21. 
Eos Family Infrared Observations 

Asteroid# Tholen Class Barucci LR. Notes 
Class Class 

221 Eos s so K Bell Observation 

513 Centesima s K Good Data 

529 Preziosa s so s Good Data 

562 Saloma s so K Good Data 

633 Zelima s K Good Data 

639Latona s so s Bell Observation 

651 Antikleia s S3 s Good Data 

653 Berenike s so K Bell Observation 

661 Cloelia s so K Bell Observation 

742 Edisona s K Good Data 

1075 Helina SU K Good Data 

1087 Arabis s so K Somewhat noisy 

1129 Neujmina s K Good Data 

1148 Rarahu s K Good Data 

1199 Geldonia CGTP: C? Good Data but is not S-type 

1210 Morosovia MU: M Somewhat noisy 

1234 Elyna K? no visible spectra & noisy 

1416 Renauxa s K Good Data 

1533 Saimaa s K Noisy Data 

1604 Tombaugh xscu D3 K? K like with a shallow slope 

1799 Koussevitzkv K? Good Data but no visible spectra 

1882 Rauma K? Super noisy and jae:e:ed 

1903 Adzhimushkai K? Good Data but no visible soectra 

2052 Tamriko s so s Good Data 

2091 Sampo K? Noisy Data 

2111 Tselina s so s Good Data 

2345 Fucik s so K? Jae:e:ed and noisy 

2957 Tatsuo K? Good Data but no visible soectra 

3028 Zhane;guoxi s No Visible Data 

The first discovered K asteroids (Bell, 1988) are 221 Eos (figure 32), 653 (figure 33), and 

661 (figure 34). Asteroids 513 (figure 35), 562 (figure 36), 633 (figure 37), 742 (figure 
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38), 1075 (figure 39), 1129 (figure 40), 1148 (figure 41), 1416 (figure 42), and 1533 

(figure 43) are the K asteroids discovered by the SCAS survey. All of these spectra have 

comparable spectra with that of 221 Eos. Interestingly enough they all seem to exhibit a 

shallow 1.1 to 1.3 micrometer band which may also be present in the 52 color 221 Eos 

spectra. Asteroids 1199 (figure 44) and 1604 (figure 45) also have a flat C or K like 

spectra but have the following respective visible data that has been classified as CGTP: 

and XSCU (Tholen, 1989) . 

Asteroids 1234 (figure 46), 1799 (figure 47), 1903 (figure 48), 2091 (figure 49), and 2957 

(figure 50) also possess a K appearing near-infrared spectra, but possess no known visible 

spectral data. The asteroids 1087 (figure 51 ), 1882 (figure 52), and 2345 (figure 53) 

possessed spectral data which matched favorably with the 221 Eos K spectra, but are very 

noisy and jagged in appearance . 

Asteroid 639 (figure 26) is the first infrared verified S Eos family asteroid found by Bell 

(1988). Asteroids 529 (figure 54), 651 (figure 55), 2052 (figure 56), 2111 (figure 57), 

and 3028 (figure 58) are the S Eos family asteroids observed by SCAS. All these spectra 

compared favorably with the 52 color spectra of the S-type asteroid 7 Iris. However, 

asteroid 3028 has not as yet been observed by a visible spectral device. Hence, there is 

not a visible spectral classification for this object. Asteroid 1210 (figure 59) has a flat but 

noisy infrared spectra with a visible MU classification earmarking this asteroid as an M

type . 
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Figure 46. Asteroid 1234 Elyna (K?) 
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Figure 52. Asteroid 1882 Rauma (K?) 
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Figure 56. Asteroid 2052 Tamriko (S) 
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Figure 58. Asteroid 3028 Zhangguoxl (S) 
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Table 22. 

E F ·1 Alb d Of I f OS am11y e OS n rare dOb serve dM b em ers 
Asteroid# Tholen Class LR. Class Gradie(1978) IRAS Albedos: 

Albedos Tedesco(l989) 
221 s K 0.105 0.12 
513 s K 0.106 0.08 
529 s s 0.126 0.10 
562 s K - 0.13 
633 s K 0.082 0.12 
639 s s 0.175 0.14 
651 s s - 0.12 
653 s K - 0.17 
661 s K 0.081 0.09 
742 s K 0.086 0.11 
1075 SU K 0.102 0.09 
1087 s K 0.051 0.12 
1129 s K 0.091 0.11 
1148 s K 0.083 0.16 
1199 CGTP: C? 0.056 0.09 
1210 MU: M 0.087 0.13 
1234 - K? - 0.10 
1416 s K 0.079 -
1533 s K - 0.07 
1604 xscu K - 0.09 
1799 - K - 0.07 
1882 - K? - 0.07 
1903 - K? - 0.10 
2052 s s - 0.09 
2091 - K? - 0.08 
2111 s s - 0.11 
2345 s K? - 0.07 
2957 - K? - 0.17 
3028 - s - 0.11 

K asteroids have been noted to have albedos that are intermediate between C (low) and S 

(moderate) albedos. This fact can be used to confirm some of the SCAS classifications . 

Albedos obtained by Gradie (1978) show that S asteroids have an albedo greater than 0.11 

and K asteroids are less than the same value (see table 22). However, IRAS albedos do 

not show a comparable albedo pattern. This is not totally unexpected, since IRAS 
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observations are not optimized for asteroid observations and have in some instances given 

erroneous results for smaller objects (example: the inaccurate IRAS albedo measured for 

951 Gaspra) . 

So far, only 20 viable infrared observations have been made of the Eos family members. 

13 out of those 20 are K-asteroids. Six out of those 20 are S-asteroid objects. The final 

asteroid is a M-type. The remaining poorly characterized asteroids are possibly a K, D, or 

C-type asteroids. Hence approximately two thirds of the observed Eos members are K

asteroids and one third are S-asteroids. More observations are required, but it appears 

that the Eos parent body was most likely a planetoid composed of primitive CV or ·co 

chondrite type material. The S-asteroids are either remnants of the disrupting projectile of 

the Eos family or member of the background asteroid population . 

3.6 Caveats 

The primary problem of this Eos family study is a low number of infrared samples to 

analyze the compositional population of the Eos family. The SCAS photometric system is 

restricted to observe asteroids as faint at 16th magnitude. This makes many of the Eos 

family unobservable to the present suite of infrared instruments available at the IRTF. The 

new InSb arrays combined with higher efficiency broad band filters may be able to obtain 

infrared spectra from fainter objects in the near future and thus allow a larger infrared 

survey of the Eos asteroid family . 
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3. 7 Conclusions 

The SCAS photometric system is a useful photometric system that can be used to survey 

infrared properties from . 7 to 2.3 micrometers for asteroids that are at least as bright as 

16th V magnitude. Since this system utilizes many of the IR TF observatories facility 

resources, it can be easily used by any observer for asteroid work with a minimum of 

effort and preparation. However, observers are presently responsible for providing data 

analysis software. This system can easily gather multiple observations of some 10-15 

asteroids on a clear night . 

The Eos asteroid family does harbor a large collection ofK-asteroids. 10 new K-asteroids 

were discovered during the SCAS observations of Eos family members. According 

present data, roughly two thirds of the Eos population may be K asteroids with the 

remaining one third being S-asteroids (with a M-type). These two types of objects, one a 

primitive solar nebular condensate (K-asteroids) the other a product of igneous 

differentiation (S-asteroids) indicate that the Eos family members apparently were derived 

from a minimum of two different parent bodies. The primary parent body of the Eos 

family was a proto-asteroid composed of CV or CO chondrite type material. The minority 

of the S-asteroids and the single M asteroid in the family were either pre-existing asteroids 

that existed in the Eos family vicinity before the Eos family forming event or are fragments 

of the Eos parent body disrupting projectile . 
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Chapter 4 
951 GASPRA: A RESOVED END MEMBER SAMPLE 

4.1 Abstract 

On October 29, 1991 the Galileo spacecraft became the first spacecraft to encounter any 

asteroid. The S-type asteroid 951 Gaspra was the target of this encounter. Galileo 

imaged 951 Gaspra with a CCD camera and an infrared imaging spectrometer. Images of 

951 Gaspra's cratered surfaces indicated a surface age approximately of 200 million years, 

an age that indicates it had been subjected to asteroid family creation processes. This 

study combines visible wavelength image data with infrared imaging spectrometer data of 

951 Gaspra to create a composite data set for spectral study. The resulting data set 

mapped out heterogeneities and high relative abundances of olivine to orthopyroxene on 

the optical surface of 951 Gaspra. These observed abundances and heterogeneities argue 

that 951 Gaspra does not have a composition consistent with that of any ordinary 

chondrites. These data are consistent with 951 Gaspra being a differentiated object, like a 

lodranite. Since 951 Gaspra is the only asteroid so far that has been optically resolved, it 

provides an end member sample with which earthbased asteroid studies can be correlated . 
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4.2 Introduction - Ground Based Observations of 951 Gaspra and the Family 
Significance of 951 Gaspra 

The asteroid 951 Gaspra was discovered by G. Neujmin in July 30, 1916 from an 

observatory in the Netherlands. It was named in the honor of a European spa. It is the 

first asteroid to ever be encountered by a spacecraft (Galileo). Tholen (1984) designated 

951 as an S-asteroid based on principal component analysis of the eight color asteroid 

survey (Zellner et al., 1985). By using a photometer Zellner et al. (1985) was able to 

gather information more rapidly and on much fainter objects that the available 

spectrographs of circa 1979-1983. By analyzing the position of the broad band feature 

implied by the ECAS data at 1 micron, Chapman (personal communication, 1989) deduced 

that 951 Gaspra was an olivine rich S asteroid. Infrared studies (Bell et al, 1989) of S 

asteroids showed that these objects are dominated by NiFe, olivine, and/or pyroxene. 

Such materials are common to ordinary chondrite and stony iron meteorites. However, 

the positive slope of characteristic S asteroid spectra indicated that these objects contained 

a "reddish" NiFe metal alloy that is found primarily in the stony iron meteorites (like 

pallasites and mesosiderites). This indicated that S asteroids are most likely differentiated 

materials that resemble stony iron meteorites containing NiFe, olivine, and/or pyroxene. S 

asteroids are the most common asteroid type known. Ordinary chondrites are the most 

common meteorites found on Earth's surface. Because most meteorites are known to 

have originated from the asteroid belt and the ordinary chondrites have many similar 

spectral characteristics to S asteroids some early researchers concluded that S asteroids 

are the source for ordinary chondrites. Ordinary chondrites are solar system nebular 

condensates and have not been subjected to igneous differentiation processes. These two 

interpretations of S asteroids, one being a stony iron material that was produced by 
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igneous differentiation processes, the other a relatively undifferentiated primitive 

condensate ordinary chondrite material, are fundamentally different. 

951 Gaspra began to receive close scrutiny by the astronomical community just prior to 

the launch of the Galileo spacecraft. This was due to the fact that the actual launch of the 

Galileo spacecraft would finalize 951 Gaspra as an asteroid it would actually encounter. 

Many other asteroids had been targeted by Galileo for its earlier planned launches. Barucci 

et al. (1990) and Goldader et al. (1991) are just a few workers who were quick to 

scrutinize the light curve of 951 Gaspra. A rotation period of 7.02 hours was found. 

Goldader et al. were the first to obtain infrared spectra of 951 Gaspra (see figure 60). This 

spectrum indicated that 951 Gaspra had a S type asteroid spectra as those characterized by 

Bell et al. (1988) and by Burbine (1988). More recent observations of 951 Gaspra with 

more sensitive infrared instruments have confirmed the spectra of Goldader et al. as being 

the nominal spectra of this object (Granahan and Bell,1992, Clark et al., 1993a). Cloutis 

et al. (1986) found an empirical relationship between the band areas present in meteorite 

spectra and the relative abundance of olivine and orthopyroxene. By performing this 

analysis on the Goldader et al. spectra I found that 951 Gaspra possesses a relative 

abundance of 90% olivine and 10% orthopyroxene. Clark et al. (1993) found similar 

values utilizing Hapke spectral mixing models and NiFe, olivine, and orthopyroxene end 

members. She also found that she could also fit this spectra using the same mixing models 

with a variety of other end members including plagioclase and clinopyroxene. However, 

meteorite evidence does not indicate significant amounts of plagioclase and clinopyroxene 

in known S-asteroid analogs. Valuable thermal and albedo measurements were also made 

(Tholen et al., 1993) that helped provide the Galileo spacecraft with necessary information 

to sequence experiments during the encounter with 951 Gaspra. Table 23 illustrates some 
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Table 23. 

Asteroid 951 Gaspra - Physical Constants 

Asteroid 951 Gaspra - Physical Constants 
(From the Galileo NIMS team Gaspra Encounter Book) 

Diameter: 12.5 km (range 8-20 km) 

Shape: 

Period: 

assume tri-axial ellipsoid with axis ratios 
a:b:c = 1.6 : 1.0 : 0.9 

+/- 0.3 0.3 0.1 
coupled with the assumed mean diameter yields: 
a:b:c = 18 km : 11 km: 10 km 
(12.5 km= cube root of (a*b*c)) 

7.0421 +/- 0.0001 hr (sidereal) 

Sense of Rotation: 
unknown, but for reference assume prograde 
i.e., right-hand-rule about the c-axis (short axis) 

North Pole Position: 

Epoch: 

assume 20 degrees ecliptic longitude, 20 degrees 
ecliptic latitude (uncertainty +/- 10 degrees in each direction) 

(RA -10.2 deg, Dec -+26.3 deg) 

adopt primary maximum (a-axis perpendicular to the 
vector between Gaspra and the spacecraft) occurs at 
91-302/19:52 SCET. Minimum will occur at 
91-302/21:38 SCET. SCET= spacecraft ephemeris time 

Albedo: 
0.20 (range 0.16-0.28) 

Magnitudes: 
H = 11.65 +/- 0.05 
G = 0.24 +/- 0.01 
B(l,O) = 12.9 

U-B = 0.55 
B-V = 0.87 
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Figure 60. 951 Gaspra (Goldader et al, 1991) 
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of the information utilized in this planning. Tholen et al. 's observations of a 0.20 albedo 

helped spare the Galileo imaging team from overexposed images of this asteroid. The 

previously measured albedo of 951 Gaspra was a low value of .15 derived from erroneous 

IRAS measurements. After some investigations of the IRAS data it was discovered that 

this observation was a single measurement acquired at the edge of the detector. This 

made this measurement quite suspect, as Tholen et al. observations confirmed . 

What is the asteroid family significance of 951 Gaspra? In the Zappala et al (1990) 

asteroid family classification it does not belong to an asteroid family. In the Williams 

(1989) family classification, 951 belonged to Williams family 189, a small asteroid family 

in the Flora region of the asteroid belt. According to Chapter 1, W-189 is a viable 

asteroid family, consisting of 10 S and 1 SU asteroids. The Flora region is a large, 

disperse cluster seen in plots of asteroids in their proper element space. This region is 

almost entirely dominated by S asteroids. Marzari and Davis ( 1991) calculated that if this 

cluster was the product of an asteroid collision, than it would take approximately 500 

million years for the asteroids to disperse into a similar cluster of asteroids. Hence, 951 

Gaspra is not a member of a well defined, young family. It is possibly a member of an 

older dispersed family, whose members are becoming intermixed with the pre-existing 

populations of asteroids in the main belt. 

951 Gaspra is an important asteroid to asteroid science because it is one of the few 

asteroids for which we have spatially resolved information about its surface composition, 

morphology, and magnetic fields. It is most likely the product of the impact disruption of 

a S asteroid parent body some 500 million years ago. It is also spectrally distinct from the 

next spacecraft asteroid target 243 Ida, a different subclass of S asteroid and a member of 

the younger and better defined Koronis asteroid family. Hence, the Galileo spacecraft will 
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be providing us with two end members of S asteroids in terms of composition and surface 

age. These encounters will provide end member observations upon which our ideas of S 

asteroid composition and asteroid family theories can be tested and built with . 

4.3 Introduction - History of the Galileo Project. 

The Galileo spacecraft (see figure 61) began life as a proposal for a Jupiter orbital probe in 

1972. Congress approved the Galileo mission by providing the project with new start 

funds in 1977. It was originally conceived to explore the composition of the Jovian 

atmosphere and Jupiter's magnetic and particle fields to supplement the expected results 

from the Voyager 1 & 2 spacecraft. This spacecraft's original design did not even include 

an imaging camera. The imaging camera (SSI) was added at a later date, and was 

specifically designed to complement the Voyager project observations. This is why the 

SSI is a narrow angle imaging camera. In order to meet the primary mission objective of 

this mission, the Galileo spacecraft is equipped with an atmospheric entry probe to 

measure the composition of Jupiter's atmosphere, and an orbiter that is equipped with a 

relay antenna system and a variety of instruments. The following (Table 24) are a list of 

the scientific objectives (Yeates et al, 1985) that Galileo was designed to study: 
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Figure 61. 
The Galileo Spacecraft 

The Galileo spacecraft mockup at Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The long appendage 
extending away from the spacecraft is the magnetometer boom. Note that the high gain 
antenna is deployed on the mockup . 
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Table 24. 

Scientific Objectives of the Galileo Mission 

I. Atmosphere 
a. Determine the chemical composition . 
b. Determine the structure to a depth of at lest 10 bars. 
c. Determine the nature of the cloud particles and location and structure of cloud layers. 
d. Determine the radiative heat balance. 
e. Investigate the circulation and dynamics. 
f. Investigate the upper atmosphere. 
II. Satellites 
a. Characterize the morphology, geology, and physical state of the surfaces. 
b. Investigate the surface mineralogy and surface distribution of minerals. 
c. Determine the gravitational and magnetic fields and dynamic properties. 
d. Study atmospheres, ionosheres, and extended gas clouds. 
e. Study the magnetospheric interactions of the satellites. 
III. Magnetosphere 
a. Characterize the energy spectra, composition, and angular distribution of energetic particles 
throughout the magnetosphere to 150 Jovian radii. 
b. Characterize the vector magnetic fields throughout the magnetosphere to 150 Jovian radii. 
c. Characterize the plasma energy spectra, composition, and angular distribution throughout the 
magnetosphere, including the plasma wave phenomena, to 150 Jovian radii. 
d. Investigate satellite-magnetosphere interactions . 

Galileo is a two piece spacecraft which was innovatively designed to investigate the 

aforementioned objectives. It is composed of an orbiter and an atmospheric entry probe . 

The primary electrical power supply are two boom mounted plutonium 238 fueled RTGs 

(Radioisotope Thermal Generators). These devices are mounted on two different booms 

aboard the orbiter spacecraft to minimize the amount of radiation noise to the scientific 

instruments. Table 25 (Yeates et al, 1985) provides a brief description of the scientific 

payload of the Galileo spacecraft. The electrical power for the atmospheric entry probe is 

supplied by a lithium/sulfur dioxide battery and a set of thermal batteries. To 

accommodate instruments that require a rotating spacecraft to sample particles and fields 

and a relatively stationary spacecraft for remote sensing the orbiter is composed of a 

spinning section and a despun section. This was accomplished by mounting 

spectrometers, polarimeters, a camera, etc. on a scanning platform that was attached to a 
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despun bus connected to the spun bus by a "frictionless" ball bearing system. The spun 

bus included a magnetometer boom on which many of the particles and fields experiments 

are mounted. This enables those experiments to maximize the orientations from which 

data is collected so that researchers can best assess what type of environments the 

spacecraft is traveling through. For communications the orbiter is equipped with a gold 

mesh furlable 4. 8 meter high gain antenna, two low gain omni-directional antennas, and a 

radio relay antenna (for communications with the atmospheric entry probe). The orbiter 

is equipped with a retro propulsion module equipped with twelve 10 Newton thrusters and 

one 400 Newton engine fueled by monemethylhydrazine and nitrogen tetroxide which 

provides Galileo with all of its propulsion for attitude control, trajectory correction, and 

Jupiter orbital insertion. The atmospheric entry probe is equipped with a parachute and 

heat shield system to decelerated and protect the atmospheric sampling instruments as they 

descend into Jupiter. It is equipped with a 25 cm cup dipole antenna to relay data to the 

orbiter . 
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Table 25 . 

• Galileo's Scientific Payload 

Experiment Range Objectives 

Orbiter 

• Solid State Imaging (SSI) 1500mm, f/8 .5 Map Galilean satellites at roughly 1 km 
800x800 CCD, resolution, and monitor atmospheric 
8 filters, 0.47 circulation over 20 months while in 
degrees field orbit around planet 
of view 

Near-Infrared Mapping 0.7-5.2 micron Observe Jupiter and its satellites in the 

• Spectrometer (NIMS) range, 0.03 infrared to study satellite surface composition, 
micron Jovian atmospheric composition and temperature 
resolution 

Ultraviolet Spectrometer 1150-4300 Measure gases and aerosols in Jovian atmosphere 
(UVS) angstroms 
Photopolarimeter- Discrete visible Determine distribution and character of 

• Radiometer (PPR) & infrared bands atmospheric particles; compare flux of thermal 
radiometry to radiation to incoming solar levels 
>42 microns 

Magnetometer (MAG) 32-16,384 Monitor magnetic field for strength and changes 
gammas 

Energetic Particle Detector Ions: 0.020- Measure high-energy electrons, protons, and 

• (EPD) 55MeV heavy ions in and around Jovian magnetosphere 
Electrons: 
0.015-11 MeV 

Plasma Detector (PLS) 1eVto50 Kev Assess composition, energy, and three 
in 64 bands dimensional distribution of low energy 

electrons and ions 

• Plasma Wave (PWS) 6-31 Hz, Detect electromagnetic waves and analyze 
50Hz-200kHz, wave-particle interactions 
0.1-5.65 MHz 

Dust Detector (DDS) 10-16_10-6 g, Measure particles' mass, velocity, and charge 
Radio Science (RS): Celestial S andXband Determine mass of Jupiter and its satellites (uses 
Mechanics signals radio system and high gain antenna) 

• Radio Science (RS): S andXband Measure atmospheric structure and objects' radii 
Propagation signals (uses radio system and high gain antenna) 

• 

• 
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Experiment 

Probe 
Atmospheric Structure 
Instrument (ASI) 
Neutral Mass Spectrometer 
(NMS) 
Helium Abundance Detector 
(HDS) 
Nephelometer (NEP) 

Net-Flux Radiometer (NFR) 

Table 25. (Continued) 
Galileo's Scientific Payload 

Range 

Temp. : 0-540 K 
Pres.: 0-28 bars 
l-150AMU 

Accuracy: 0.1% 

Objectives 

Determine temperature, pressure, density, and 
molecular weight as a function of altitude 
Determines chemical composition of 
atmosphere 
Determine the relative abundance of helium 

0.2-20 micron Detect clouds and infer states of particles 
particles, as few (liquid versus solid) 
as 3/cm3 
6 infrared filters Determine ambient thermal and solar energy 
0.3 to> 100 as a function of altitude 
microns 

Lightning and Energetic Particles Fisheye lens Verify the existence of lightning and measure 
energetic particles in inner magnetosphere (LRD/EPI) sensors; 

Galileo has had a struggling existence even before it has reached its primary encounter 

target, the planet Jupiter. It was the first outer solar system spacecraft that did not have 

an identical twin to insure success. This spacecraft was slated for launch on the space 

shuttle in 1986 after having been designed to be launched in at least 3 different launch 

configurations. These configuration changes, one of which included launching the orbiter 

and atmospheric entry probe as separate payloads, were primarily due to the fact that it 

was required to be launched from the shuttle by political mandate and congressional 

budget cuts of some of the rockets which were required in many of the configurations. 

Ideally, a probe like Galileo should have been launched via an expendable vehicle like the 

Titan IV that could send this spacecraft directly to Jupiter. Instead, it was required to be 

launched via the shuttle since rockets like the Titan IV were slated for extinction. 

Unfortunately in 1986 the space shuttle Challenger blew up with all hands lost due to a 

solid rocket 0-ring failure. This sent Galileo back to storage once again to be 

reconfigured for its fourth launch configuration on a solid propellant upper stage. This 
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replaced the potentially dangerous liquid fueled Centaur upper stage which was to be its 

1986 launcher. The solid propellant upper stage was less powerful than the Centaur. This 

required Galileo to be launched toward Venus and flyby the Earth twice to pick up enough 

velocity to send itself to Jupiter. The Venus flyby mandated that sunshields be added to 

the spacecraft to insure that the gold components of this planetary mission did not melt 

away. This also required the gold screen high gain antenna to be shielded and undeployed 

until Galileo was at least 1 AU. from the sun. Galileo was finally launched aboard the 

Discovery on October 18, 1989. 

Galileo would travel by Venus on February 10, 1990, the Earth on December 8, 1990, the 

asteroid 951 Gaspra on October 29, 1991, the Earth on December 8, 1992, and the 

asteroid 243 Ida (August 28, 1993) on its way to a December 7, 1995 encounter with 

Jupiter. Misfortune plagued the Galileo spacecraft once again when the high gain antenna 

only partially deployed following many attempts to open this antenna starting on April 11, 

1991. Much of the data has been returned via the spacecraft's low gain antenna system at 

a rate of 10 to 40 bits per second. The high gain antenna was designed to transmit data 

at a rate of 134 kilobits per second. However, even at this rate, viable data sets were 

returned. The Galileo project is now in the process of designing data compression and 

editing programs that will insure a return of 70% of the originally proposed data products 

for the Galileo project. In spite of all of Galileo's problems, it has already returned a 

wealth of Venus, Earth, Lunar, and asteroidal (951 Gaspra) data that was never before 

possible. In fact, none of these were even encounter targets for the initial mission 

configuration . 
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4.4 SSI Instrument Description 

The Solid State Imaging experiment (SSI) is the only imaging camera aboard the Galileo 

spacecraft. It consists of an all spherical catadioptric Cassegrain telescope with a 800 

element by 800 element CCD (see figure 62). The CCD (Charged Coupled Device) is a 

solid state, silicon, image sensor array that is the electronic "film" of this camera. It 

contains approximately twice the imaging elements of a normal TV camera. The 

Cassegrain telescope has an aperture of 176.Smm and an effective focal length of 

1500mm. With this telescope and a CCD density of 65.6 elements/mm this instrument 

possesses the angular resolution of about 10 .16 micro radians per pixel (pixel=picture 

element). SSI also has an 8 position filter wheel to enable it to conduct imaging 

photometry at a variety of wavelengths . 
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Figure 62. 
The NIMS and SSI Instruments 

The gold foil covered telescope is the solid state imaging instrument (SSI) . The white 
telescope attached to a white box and white heat · sink is the near infrared mapping 
spectrometer (NIMS). Both of these instruments should have a similar configuration on 
the Galileo spacecraft. This photo is of the Galileo mockup . 
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4.5 NIMS Instrument Description 

The Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) is a first generation 1magmg 

spectrometer. It is the first imaging spectrometer built for a planetary spacecraft. Due to 

the Challenger disaster, the imaging spectrometers aboard the Phobos 2 spacecraft were 

the first operational instruments of this kind. NIMS is a bush broom scanning grating 

array spectrograph which is attached to a 9 inch aperture Richey-Chretien telescope (see 

figure 62). The optical assembly of NIMS spectrograph consists of a Dall-Kirkham type 

collimator, a plane grating, and a wide angle, flat field camera. The collimator has an 

effective focal length of 400 mm and a focal ratio of f/3 .5. The plane grating is a dual

blazed replicated grating with 40 lines/mm. The wide angle camera possesses a focal 

length of 200 mm and a focal ratio of fl 1. 7 5. 17 detectors, 2 silicon (visible wavelengths) 

and 15 InSb (infrared wavelengths), sense the spectrometer's dispersed light from 0.7 to 

5.2 micrometers in wavelength. The incoming light in the NIMS instrument is collected 

by the telescope, then collimated by the collimator, then dispersed by the plane grating to 

be focused onto the detectors by the wide angle camera. A scan mirror allows NIMS to 

spatially scan 20 positions (one spatial sweep of the broom) to collect data. The motion 

of the spacecraft (scan platform motion include) provides the scanning movement to 

complete a NIMS spatial image. NIMS has a variety of spectrometer modes ranging from 

17 channels, 102 channels, 204 channels, and 408 channels. To increase the number of 

spectral channels for a given observation, the plane grating is moved through the 

appropriate orientations by a stepping motor to expose the NIMS detectors to different 

wavelengths oflight. In the 17 channel mode, the grating remains stationary. For the 408 

channel mode, the grating steps through 24 different grating positions. By using the 

scanning mirror, a moving grating, and spacecraft movement/scan platform movement, 
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NIMS builds up a three dimensional data array. This "image cube" array contains spatial 

image information on its x axis and y axis, and spectral information for a given spatial 

element in its z axis . 

4.6 Lunar NIMS Calibration Efforts 

As with many spacebome instruments, NIMS calibration and correction values have 

changed from the lab calibrated values to those observed by the instrument operating in 

space. Fortunately for many of the Galileo scientific payloads, the spacecraft was required 

to flyby the Venus and Earth/Moon system to gain sufficient velocity to reach Jupiter. 

These flybys enabled many of these instruments to conduct observations at Venus, the 

Earth, and the Moon which enabled both new discoveries and calibration studies to be 

made. The lunar observations made by NIMS provided a valuable engineering experience 

to evaluate the instruments performance under marginal conditions. NIMS was designed 

to observe targets that were illuminated by about 1125 the sunlight that illuminates the 

moon. This high flux level observed by NIMS while conducting lunar observations and 

saturated many of this instrument's detectors. Moonlight and/or Earthlight would also 

illuminate and warm up the NIMS heat dissipation cone. If this heat dissipation cone was 

directly exposed to much Earthlight or Moonlight for over 5 minutes, NIMS detectors 

would become too warm to function. These factors coupled together with the fact that 

diagnostic lunar mineralogic spectral features are only 5% of the spectra signal makes the 

moon a difficult target for the NIMS instrument. 

The Venus observations reported by Carlson et al. ( 1991) demonstrated how well NIMS 

could work. NIMS readily detected carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, etc. in its higher 
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resolution spectral modes. In its fixed map mode it was able to spatially image the planet 

and peer through many of Venus's atmospheric windows to topographic highs on the 

surface as well as observing structures of two levels of clouds in the atmosphere. Venus 

provided a valuable opportunity for the NIMS team to establish boom data removal 

techniques. There were many observations that included data taken of one of Galileo's 

booms as well as the planet Venus . 

At the moon, however more engineering problems became apparent. During the first 

Earth/Moon encounter (December 7, 1990) the pointing software slightly overcorrected 

scan platform motion for the movement of the Galileo spacecraft relative to the stars. The 

result skewed SSI and NIMS data as much as 50 km from where the predicted instrument 

observations of the lunar surface were originally sequenced. This had to be corrected by 

using limb fitting exercises on the SSI images of the moon. This motion induced a jitter 

seen in the lunar spectral data acquired by NIMS. Although Galileo was farther away 

from the Moon than the Earth (300,000 miles) during its closest approach, the moon still 

managed to saturate many of the NIMS detectors. Most of the spectral data at 

wavelengths longer than 1.2 microns was saturated during closest approach. Almost all of 

the sunlit farside data was completely saturated. There were a few area in which lunar 

data was unsaturated up to 2.5 microns. The resolution of the closest approach data of 

the moon was on the order of 105 to 80 km per nimsel or about 20 nimsels across the 

entire moon. Obviously, this encounter was not an optimum one for the NIMS instrument 

as the Venus encounter was . 
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lnflight calibration for the first Earth/Moon encounter was not possible since a software 

glitch caused the NIMS instrument to miss the photometric calibration target (figure 63) 

by 40 degrees. Analysis began on the best NIMS lunar data cubes lunar 10 (figure 64) and 

lunar 7 (figure 65). Upon applying preflight calibration to the lunar NIMS data a 1 micron 

band feature became quite apparent. The radiance corrected data showed a 1 micron 

feature of 50% depth. It is known from Earth lunar observations that spectral features are 

observed at or near 1 micron such as those exhibited by pyroxene and olivine. However, 

these features only exhibit structures of some 4-5% band depth at best and are dependent 

upon what petrologic units were observed. This 50% feature was found to exist across 

geologic unit boundaries, such as mare and highlands. This feature was thus due to a 

systematic error in data processing . 

The first problem one sees when examining this lunar data are saw tooth spectral features 

that appear to be almost periodic. Larry Soderblom argues that this indeed the case. 

Recall how the NIMS instrument works and the software pointing error. To assemble a 

high resolution lunar NIMS spectrum, NIMS has to recombine up to 24 different 17 

channel observations into a spectrum of a single point. Add now the pointing error. 50 

km fluctuations in pointing can collect spectral data from a drastically different albedo 

regime on the Moon. The result is to cause a periodic saw tooth pattern in the NIMS data 

(see figure 66). The period of this noise is equivalent to how many 17 channel 

observations were required to assemble the NIMS spectra for each spatial point of that 

observation. To remove this noise, Larry Soderblom and Kris Becker of the U.S. 

Geologic Survey Flagstaff Field Center wrote a program which removed this pattern by 

means of normalization and averaging the observed data to identify the noise so it could be 

mathematically removed (see figure 67). 
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Figure 63. 
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The Photometric Calibration Target 
The Galileo photometric calibration target. The actual target is the white plate in the left 
portion of the photo. In the right of the photo is a reflector which channels sunlight to the 
photometric calibration target. Both are mounted on the underside of the magnetometer 
boom . 
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Figure 64. Lunar 10 NIMS Image 

Figure 65. Lunar 7 NIMS Image 
Infrared images from the Lunar 10 and 7 image/spectral cubes. Data from Lunar 7 was 
used in the calibration exercise. Both of these images were obtained at distances greater 
than 450,000 km (greater than the distance between the Earth and the Moon) . 
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The result of this procedure is a smooth spectrum which is interrupted by steps marking 

the change of detectors. Even when preflight calibration was applied to this data a 50% 

band depth 1 micron feature was still apparent. It turns out that the 1 micron spectral 

range also is where the Si and InSb detectors overlap. When pressed to extreme 

observing conditions (high temperature, saturation, etc.) this is the wavelength region that 

change their photon sensitivity characteristics the most.. To calculate the actual 

instrument response an inflight calibration measurement is required. The NIMS 

calibration observation was actually pointed some 40 degrees away from the calibration 

target due to another software error. The calibration target is on one of the spacecraft's 

rotating booms, so an accurate model of the actual rotation of that part of the spacecraft 

with respect to the scan platform is required to conduct a calibration measurement. So, 

NIMS did not have a calibration measurement for the Earth/Moon 1 encounter. 
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Instead groundbased lunar spectral databases were searched to find an appropriate 

reference spectrum to determine NIMS instrument response. Standards such as Mare 

Serentatis and the Apollo 16 sites and observations of the Aristarchus and Copernicus 

crater regions were utilized to reconstruct a radiance spectrum that NIMS could use to 

determine instrument response. 

The first activity in this effort is to find a solar spectra without terrestrial observation 

features in the near-infrared. Preliminary efforts at the Institute for Astronomy at the 

University of Hawaii showed that this is an extremely difficult task. Most of the 

observations were taken from the ground, many often normalized. Some of the 

spaceboume data acquired by the shuttle was taken through the upper atmosphere to seek 

atmospheric features. Many of the solar spectral features also have not been identified, 

which also can hinder the identification of atmospheric bands present in solar data. Hugh 

Kieffer (Flagstaff, U.S.G.S.) provided the solar spectra (figure 68), derived usmg 

atmospheric modeling and actual photometric observations, that was used in this exercise . 

By combining this solar spectra, spacecraft viewing geometry, lunar albedo information 

(Veverka, 1988), and groundbased lunar spectra data, one is able to create a radiance 
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spectrum of a highlands region near the Alphonsus (figure 69). This is done by solving the 

following equation: 

rad 
sol ( acp )rejl (alb) 

2nsr(A) 
rad= radiance spectra 

sol= solar radiance spectra 

a= area of the imaged pixel 

<P =solid angle of imaged pixel 

refl= ground based reflectance spectra 

alb= absolute target albedo 

sr= steradians 

A= area of the instrument aper at ure 

The absolute target albedo is the correction factor that is applied to the reflectance spectra 

that has been normalized at 0.56 or 1.5 micrometers to correct it the actual reflectance 

values. Larry Soderblom then provided a lunar NIMS data cube that had been depattemed 

and photometrically corrected by applying a cos(i) function to the data. The lunar 

radiance model spectra was then used to calibrate the NIMS data cube. First the spectra 

of the data cube were normalized by ratioing the entire cube by the depattemed NIMS 

spectra of the calibration target. The entire cube was then multiplied by the calibration 

spectra to produce a radiance calibrated data cube. Because the spectra of this cube was 

found to be consistent with the known geology of the moon (figure 70), it was deemed 

that this calibration and measurement of the instrument response (figure 71) is accurate. 

To first order, the instrument response observed at the Earth/Moon I encounter is 

identical to that which was observed at 951 Gaspra for NIMS (see figure 72). This was 
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determined by deriving a NIMS response function from 951 Gaspra observations and the 

Goldader et al. (1991) observations. 

4. 7 SSI Analysis Summary 

SSI conducted a variety of investigations and observations at the 951 Gaspra encounter. 

These investigations were primarily designed to study the geomorpholgy and the 

composition of 951 Gaspra. The shape of 951 Gaspra was obtained by Peter Thomas, 

Brian Carcich, Paul Helfenstein, and others by conducting limb fitting exercises to all of 

the image of 951 Gaspra, applying stereo measurements and photoclimetric measurements 

where possible. In this way they were able to characterize the gross shape of about 80% 

of Gaspra to a resolution of 200 meters. The other 20% remains unobserved. 

Understanding the shape of Gaspra was essential to any spectral analysis of this asteroid 

from Galileo data. 

Detailed geomorphologic studies was performed primarily on the 54 meters/pixel high 

resolution image with some features measured from moderate resolution multiple filter 

mosaics (200 meters/pixel). From these images maps of grooves and craters were made. 

Crater counts and age estimates were performed by Neukum et al. (1992) and Chapman et 

al. (1992) estimating the surface age of951 Gaspra was about 200 to 240 million years in 

age. These ages depended upon many assumptions about cratering rates and materials 

strengths but were consistent with ages estimated by dynamicists. Marzari et al. (1991) 

estimated an age by the cluster of asteroids which make up the Flora region of the asteroid 

belt. If the Flora region (951 Gaspra included) was the result of the impact disruption of a 

larger parent body, then it would take approximately 500 million years to disperse the 

Flora region asteroids. It was also noted that there were many areas of Gaspra that could 
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be described as a flat or bowl shaped facet. It has been postulated that these are impact 

basin remnants. It could also be that these "facets" are also inherit planes of weakness that 

were present in the original parent body before it was destroyed by an impact. 

The first images returned by Galileo of 951 Gaspra were a mosaic of images taken 

through a set of four different filters. This filters had a band centers of .41, .56, .86, and 

. 99 micrometers. The resolution of these image was approximately 150 meters/pixel. 

This is the primary data upon which Paul Helfenstein conducted spectral analysis. There 

were also many other lower resolution multiple wavelength data obtained by SSI also, 

including data taken through filters at .77 and .6 micrometers bandcenter. To calibrate 

this data, Helfenstein first applied SSI calibration measurements taken during the 951 

Gaspra encounter sequence. A shape model was derived via photoclinometry and limb 

fitting to determine what photometric corrections using Hapke theory should be applied to 

the data set. Finally a disk average spectrum was calibrated to Earth based ECAS data to 

fine tune the spacecraft calibrations. This final step incurred corrections up to 4%. The 

results of this analysis was that the bulk of Gaspra had little spectral variation that was 

independent oflighting geometry. Some spectral difference were noted by or in several of 

the observed craters. Through thorough investigations of Beth Clark and others at the 

University of Hawaii it was found that these variations could be explained primarily by 

two different ways. The first is variations of grain size, the second mineralogic variation. 

This was confirmed by Scott Murchie's efforts with the Brown University group (directed 

by Jim Head). Mark Robinson, also of the University of Hawaii, found some anomalies on 

951 Gaspra after performing a principal component analysis of the 4 color data before any 

photometric corrections had been made. He found that the 1st principal component was 

primarily due to lighting geometry. There was an anomalous 2 principal component 

feature which cut across some of Helfenstein's mapped units. The final interpretation of 
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the team about the features mapped by Helfenstein is that they are probably areas where 

there is an enrichment of mafic minerals (like pyroxene and olivine) or variations in 

particle sizes . 

4.8 Initial NIMS Analysis Summary 

NIMS gathered 102 channel spectra to 17 channel spectra of 951 Gaspra. The highest 

spatial NIMS data that was taken at any one time possess a resolution of about 2 

km/nimsel. However, due to the pushbroom scanning nature of NIMS a recombine NIMS 

data cube has the effective resolution of lkm/nimsel. A nimsel is a NIMS image/spectral 

data cube spatial element unit (like a pixel). The spatial resolution obtained by NIMS was 

at 1.6 km/nimsel. For the first time, the NIMS instrument was observing an object that 

was within the brightness ranges the instrument was designed for. The major drawback 

for NIMS for observing 951 Gaspra was the small size of the object. NIMS was not 

designed to observe point sources. The pointing of Galileo's scan platform is not accurate 

enough for NIMS to maintain its aperture on a star in an absolute position for high 

resolution spectral observations. Hence, any near 1 to 2 nimsel asteroid observations that 

possess over 17 channels may have some noise introduced due to variations of the object 

position with respect to the NIMS aperture. This is true for many of the NIMS distant 

951 Gaspra observations. Analysis of the spectral high resolution continues as other noise 

factors are now coming to light . 

These problems do not apply to the 17 channel fixed map data. Carlson et al. (1992) 

presented initial near-infrared data obtain by using the lunar derived instrument response 

function. The result was to create spectra that were consistent with known Earth based 

observations with the exception of the spectral slope. However, this slope was erroneous 
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due to the fact that the lunar calibration was data of zero degrees phase compare to the 

28 degree phase of the NIMS observations. A phase angle correction rotation corrects the 

Carlson et al. (1992) data to match well with spectra that was obtained by Goldader et al. 

(1991) and myself Spectral variations across the NIMS data were observed . 

The spectra of 951 Gaspra from 2.5 microns to 5.2 microns show thermal emissions from 

the asteroid itself Weissman et al. (1992) demonstrated that the NIMS data are 

consistent with a Gaspra consisting of mainly bedrock material with 1 % to 5% dust to 

radiate a 240K infrared radiation into space. This provides some evidence that 951 

Gaspra retains some regolith . 

• 

4.9 The Gaspra Synergy Analysis 

In an effort to study the tantalizing photometric variations seen in the 4 color SSI data and 

the spectral variations present in the NIMS data, I decided to merge the two data sets. 

The primary concept was to apply three dimensional analysis techniques two a merged 

three dimensional array of the moderate resolution 4 wavelength SSI data with the highest 

resolution 17 channel NIMS data of 951 Gaspra (see figure 73). I was particularly 

intrigued by the variations I had seen in the NIMS data near the bright limb and a stronger 

1 micron absorption present in the center of Gaspra in the NIMS data. I had also hoped 

to study the mafic nature of the features observed in the SSI (if they are indeed due to 

mineralogic variations) and to see if NIMS maps contained to the second principal 

component anomaly observed by Mark Robinson . 
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Figure 73. 
Constructing the Image Cube 

This figure shows how the specific wavelength S SI images were combined with the 
specific wavelength NIMS images to create a SSI/NIMS image/spectral three dimensional 
array. However, before this could happen the images from both instruments had to be 
translated into the same viewing geometry as the highest resolution 951 Gaspra SSI 

llTiage. 
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The first problem was to assemble both of the SSI data and NIMS data into a common 

three dimensional array (an image cube). The x and y axis of the cube are spatial domains 

of the data set while the Z axis is the spectral domain. In this was imaging and spectral 

analysis can be conducted on a single data set. To combine this data, I would first have to 

register both the NIMS and SSI data to the same viewing geometry. I chose to register 

these data sets to the same viewing geometry as the highest resolution clear-filter image of 

951 Gaspra obtained by SSI so as to simplify this process. The NIMS data I was 

convolving was taken just prior the SSI highest resolution image so its geometric 

correction would be minimal. Alfred McEwen had already corrected the 4 color data to 

the SSI hi-res geometry to help Paul Helfenstein analysis the color variations with 

geomorphology, so I used his co-registered data (figure 74, albeit spectrally uncorrected). 

I then utilized the spud and PICS software and the 951 Gaspra model derived by Peter 

Thomas et al. (1993) to geometrically correct the NIMS data as produced by Lucas Kamp 

to the hi-res SSI image viewing geometry (figure 75). The spud software manipulates 

limb fit shape data. The Planetary Image Cartography System is a series of programs 

which are used for image processing and mapping. Both ISIS and PICS software was 

utilized to convolve NIMS and SSI data to both NIMS and SSI resolution (see figure 76). 

The ISIS software is designed to analyze and process image/spectral cube data. No 

averaging of the photometric data was done . 
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Figure 74. 
SSI Frame Example 

A visible specific wavelength SSI image of 951 Gaspra which has been registered to the 
highest resolution 951 Gaspra SSI image. 
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Figure 75. 
NIMS Frame Example 

An infrared NIMS image of 9 51 Gaspra which has been registered to the highest 
resolution 951 Gaspra SSI image . 
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Figure 76 . 
Pixel Size Exampie 

The highest resolution SSI image of 951 Gaspra with pixel size overlays. The overlays 
show the various resolutions of the SSI and NIMS data sets utilized in this experiment. 
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Initial instrument calibrations were applied to the data that the SSI and NIMS teams 

would normally use. SSI ground testing data and flight data provided the initial 

calibration measurements for the four color SSI data. NIMS data initially calibrated using 

the lunar calibrated instrument function I helped derive. This means that only 8 channels 

ofNIMS data were used as the lunar calibration curve was only effective for the .7 to 2.5 

micron range. The SSI data was used to constrain the NIMS spectra albedo by using the 

.9 micron data in both data sets as a tie point. In order to consistent with the Helfenstein et 

al. (1993) analysis of the SSI data, I corrected the disk averaged spectrum of my image 

cube to match with the ECAS and Goldader et al. (1991) spectrum of 951 Gaspra. The 

result was a calibrated image cube of 951 Gaspra that had some photometric variations of 

up to 4% . These are not spatial variations. These are corrective factors which bring the 

albedo values of each image to values which are consistent with Earth based observations . 

To analyze this data set I made two versions of the primary data set. One image cube has 

NIMS data convolved to SSI data resolution linked to SSI image data (figure 77). This 

was done by linking each SSI pixel to its corresponding NIMS spectral data and forming a 

three dimensional array that is at the same resolution as the SSI data. The second version 

SSI data is box averaged into data that is equivalent to NIMS resolution and then linked 

to NIMS data (figure 78). Both versions of this data yield roughly equivalent results. The 

data that is convolved to SSI resolution is noisy due to the fact that NIMS can not sense 

all of the detail SSI can see, so some noisy spectra are generated. For example consider 

what would happen if this remote sensing experiment was conducted on a limestone 

plateau that had a small region of basalt. This small region of basalt can only be resolved 

in SSI images but not in the NIMS data. Therefore this process would link a SSI spectra 

of basalt to a NIMS spectra of limestone thus producing a spectrum of a nonexistent 
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Figure 77 . 
SSl/NIMS Spectral Unit Map of 951 Gaspra 

SSI Resolution 

This is the spectral unit map of 951 Gaspra projected to the same viewing perspective as 
the highest resolution SSI image of the same asteroid. Spectral types are illustrated in 
figures 80 and 81. In this experiment all data was convolved to the same resolution as the 
color SSI moderate resolution images . 
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Figure 78. 
SSl/NIMS Spectral Unit Map of 951 Gaspra 

NIMS Resolution 

This is the spectral unit map of 951 Gaspra projected to the same viewing perspective as 
the highest resolution SSI image of the same asteroid. Spectral types are illustrated in 
figures 80 and 81 . In this experiment all data was convolved to the same resolution as the 
NIMS subsampled resolution images. Notice the geomorphology within the classified 
units. The suspect spectral unit is colored blue in this figure . 
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material. In my 951 Gaspra SSI resolution image cube (figure 77) there are indeed salt 

and pepper patterns of such spectra. 

In order to compare the spectra in these arrays I normalized the data at .56 microns to 

remove lighting geometry effects. By doing this and mapping spectral types I find 4 

specific spectral units in the data. The spectral mapping spectral routine mapped the 

spectra that were within .1 reflectance units of variance from the type spectrum. The 

compositional values were arrived at utilizing the band area ratio techniques developed by 

Cloutis et al. (1986). Since the area ratios of the Goldader et al. (1991) spectra and those 

of the typical Gaspra spectra unit were nearly identical, the same analysis was employed 

on the olivine enriched unit. These spectra can be described as follows: 

1) Typical Gaspra - 85% of Gaspra data in data set. It is nearly identical to the Goldader 

et al. (1991) infrared spectrum of 951 Gaspra (figure 79). By applying Band I/Band II 

analysis described by Cloutis et al. (1986) this unit has a ratio of 

olivine:orthopyroxene+olivine of 90%. This is significantly higher than known ordinary 

chondrite values Mcsween et al. (1992). 

2) Olivine Enriched Gaspra - 5% of Gaspra in data set. Spectral features indicate that it is 

richer in olivine than typical Gaspra. This spectral unit has a deeper 1 micron band and a 

shallower 2 micron band than the typical Gaspra unit (figure 80). The . 7 micron peak ( a 

pyroxene feature) is more blunt (like olivine) than the typical Gaspra unit. The Band 

I/Band II analysis and comparison with the typical Gaspra unit indicates that the 

olivine:orthopyroxene+olivine ratio is nearly 99% . 
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3) Pyroxene Enriched Gaspra - 5% of Gaspra in data set. Spectral features indicate that it 

is richer in pyroxene than the typical Gaspra unit (figure 78). This unit lies suspiciously 

along the bright limb of the Gaspra data set. Compared to the typical Gaspra unit this 

spectra has a deep band centered closer to .95 microns than 1.05 microns. It too 

possesses a 2 micron band feature. Overall slope and albedo is higher than the other 

spectra units . 

4) Suspect Spectra - 5% of Gaspra data set. NIMS and SSI data are poorly correlated in 

this unit. These spectra do not correspond to any known asteroid spectra (figure 81). 

Possesses a deep broad 1.2 micron band. Lies along shadowed limb. This may be an 

artifact of registering two different data sets obtained from different observation points. 

Much of data may be contaminated by Gaspra being partially in the detector, shadowed, 

and or the detection of space or scattered light. 

All of these units have been mapped in both SSI (figure 77) and NIMS (figure 78) 

resolution data cubes. One can argue that spectral types 3 and 4 are invalid due to the fact 

that they may be contaminated by spectra of open space, light scattering, etc. since they 

were observed by 951 Gaspra's limb. That still leaves us with units 1 & 2, which are still 

spectrally distinct. The olivine enriched units correspond to craters and a groove seen in 

the highest resolution image of 951 Gaspra (figure 78). The change of the pyroxene 

spectra features between the typical Gaspra unit and the olivine enriched unit argues that 

these are mineralogic changes that are not due to grain size differences. Spectral changes 

due to grain size differences cause the broadening or the narrowing of spectral features. 

They can not account for a band shift between two different spectral regimes . 
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4.10 Caveats 

As with any remote sensing experiment there are assumptions that were made to conduct 

the aforementioned analysis. The primary assumption, which has been also been made by 

Helfenstein et al. (1993) is that the disk averaged spectra is equivalent to the spectra we 

have obtain from Earth based observatories. This fact was used to fine tune spacecraft 

calibrations up to a magnitude of 4%. The calibration data was hampered by the 40 bit 

per second maximum data rate of the Galileo's spacecraft low gain antennas. Only a 

limited amount of inflight calibration data will ever be available during this mission due to 

the extremely limited data rates. Galileo can now collect more data than it can transmit 

home to Earth, hence new data will be a priority and baseline calibration measurements 

will be used . 

The second major assumption is that the primary minerals that are represented by the 1 

micron and 2 micron band absorptions are olivine and orthopyroxene. Clinopyroxene is 

not assumed. This is based upon experience of those who study meteorites. For the most 

part clinopyroxene is a minor constituent in meteorite analogs for S-asteroids (ordinary 

chondrites included) . 

4.11 Conclusions 

Spectral studies of 951 Gaspra indicate that 951 Gaspra does not have the mineralogy of 

an ordinary chondrite. Its olivine, pyroxene, and NiFe spectral characteristics argue for a 

more stony iron type material, which is most similar to pallasites, indicating that 951 

Gaspra is a product of igneous differentiation. Figure 82 shows how the SSI/NIMS 

spectral data of 951 Gaspra compares with the petrologic analysis (McSween et al. 1991) 
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of ordinary chondrites. Gaspra is significantly more enriched in olivine than in any of the 

measured ordinary chondrites. Since clinopyroxenes were ignored in this comparison, a 

spectral study of ordinary chondrites was also conducted (see figure 83). The spectra of 

ordinary chondrites were analyzed in the same manner as the SSVNIMS data. Since 

figures 83 and 84 are nearly identical, then the assumptions made in the spectral 

interpretations of the 951 Gaspra data are valid. The fact that Gaspra is mineralogically 

heterogeneous argues against a chondrite materials. Chondrites possess homogeneous 

mineralogies (at least to the spectral sensors). The mineralogic heterogeneities correspond 

to geomorphic features such as craters and grooves . 

How does 951 Gaspra tie into the asteroid family story? Its surface cratering age of 200-

240 million years suggests that it may be younger than the family forming event that 

created the dispersed Flora Region cluster. If 951 Gaspra is not a shard of the Flora 

Region cluster than some later collision must have created the geologically young surface 

of this asteroid. 951 Gaspra's "facets" may be structural weaknesses from which the 

Gaspra shard broke away from its parent body. As the previous paragraph has mentioned, 

Gaspra was most likely the product of differentiation. This almost certainly occurred 

while it was part of its parent body 4. 5 billion years ago and not the small asteroid we see 

today. If Gaspra were not a collisional remnant, we would have expected to see an object 

with a saturated cratered surface. Any differentiation process that could occur on small 

planetoids to segregate NiF e and silicates must have occurred some 4. 5 billion years ago 

and would have long since frozen solid leaving behind a geologically ancient planetary 

surface. 951 Gaspra is therefore most likely a member of a somewhat dispersed asteroid 

family . 
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What does this mean for 243 Ida? 243 Ida is a S-asteroid that is a member of a well 

defined Koronis family. It is a young family that broke up some 20 million years ago 

(Marzari and Davis 1991) and still disperses meteoritic dust particles (Sykes et al., 1989) 

seen as dust bands in IRAS data. 243 Ida should have a younger exposed surface than 951 

Gaspra. Any mineralogic heterogeneities should be easier to detect by Galileo. It can be 

used to test to see the amount of time an asteroid needs to form a regolith. Its shape may 

be more angular since Ida is a "fresh" collisional shard of the impact collision which 

formed the Koronis family. 243 Ida should have a better record of the structural 

weaknesses of the Koronis parent body. These are just a few of the things I hope to study 

when Galileo returns data from the August 1993 encounter of 243 Ida . 
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